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Abstract
X-ray diffraction is usually thought of as a surface analysis technique. How­
ever, given sufficiently energetic X-rays to overcome the inherent attenuation 
of the sample, this technique may be used for studying the nature of bulk ma­
terials. In the work presented here, transmission geometry X-ray diffraction 
has been further developed for imaging phase transformations and lattice 
spacing changes in low-alloy ferritic, and austenitic stainless steels under 
conditions of interest to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program (NNPP).
A broad account of X-ray diffraction in a transmission geometry is given, 
detailing the fundamentals of elastic scattering of X-rays including; the clas­
sically derived Thomson scatter cross section and the modified Rayleigh 
scattering cross section for scattering from individual electrons and atoms 
respectively, and Bragg diffraction that results from scattering of X-rays by 
ordered, periodic substances.
The experimental configurations and apparatus used for energy dispersive 
and angular dispersive configurations are discussed, and preliminary results 
for both techniques are presented. Further to this, measurements of both 
ferritic and austenitic stainless steel are included, the latter involving both 
static and dynamic measurements of lattice spacing changes induced under
iii
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an applied tensile load, demonstrating the ability to observe changes as small 
asOt7b%h
Finally significant work has been carried out with regards to imaging the 
structural changes brought about by the martensite phase transformation 
in austenitic stainless steel. In a compressively pre-loaded sample of steel, 
martensite has been observed at points of high plastic strain by observing the 
distinct differences in the X-ray diffraction spectra obtained before, and after 
quenching in liquid nitrogen. This verifies the Finite Element (FE) code used 
to model these changes, and opens up potential avenues of online-monitoring 
in the context of the NNPP. '
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The use of X-rays for imaging purposes can be dated back to their discovery 
over a century ago. In the intervening period, the field of X-ray imaging 
has developed along two parallel lines; that of X-ray diffraction/X-ray crys­
tallography from the pioneering work of Lane and later Bragg, and that of 
radiography illustrated by Roentgen’s famous radiograph of his wife’s hand 
[!]■
In more recent years there has been a great deal of focus on exploiting 
coherent (Rayleigh) scattered X-rays for imaging purposes. Although the 
classical relationship for elastic scattering (an electromagnetic wave causes 
an electron to oscillate sympathetically producing a secondary wavelet of the 
same frequency) was discovered in the early 20th century by Thomson [2] 
and others, its potential in a transmission geometry has only come to light 
within the last twenty years [3].
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The potential for coherent scattering was first realised following investi­
gations into streaking effects in medical transmission CT images [3]. Imaging 
of water phantoms revealed this phenomenon to be the result of constructive 
interference between elastically scattered X-rays from neighbouring water 
molecules. Given the requirement for the scattered waves to be in phase, 
this phenomenon is strongly peaked in the forward (i.e. low angle) direction 
as at higher angles destructive interference increases. For crystalline struc­
tures with regular periodicity this scattering will manifest itself as a series 
of fringes as associated with classic Bragg diffraction and thus allowing mea­
surement of the inter-atomic spacings. Since this discovery the technique, 
sometimes referred to as Low Angle X-ray Scattering (LAXS), has been ex­
ploited in a wide range of fields. In regards to security applications, a great 
deal of work has been carried out over the last ten years [4] [5] [6] into the 
development of systems and analysis procedures to detect small quantities 
of concealed organic explosives in passenger baggage, the challenge being to 
distinguish explosives from other low-Z materials typical of a suitcase con­
tents while maintaining a suitably small measurement time (of the order of 
seconds) and rate of false alarms. The same techniques used to detect plastic 
explosives are also suitable for the identification of narcotics concealed within 
passenger baggage [6].
The potential of coherently scattered X-rays is not limited to security 
concerns, the technique has also been used in medical applications includ­
ing determining simulated trabecular bone mineral loss and cortical bone 
thinning through the imaging of bone phantoms [7] with coherently scat­
tered X-rays. In terms of in-vivo measurements the difficulty becomes that
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of maintaining sufficient intensity of X-rays (the coherently scattered beam 
is weak compared to the transmitted beam) to perform the measurement 
while minimising the dose to the patient (given that the scattering is highly 
forward-peaked, it is difficult to separate from the transmitted beam).
Industrial applications have not been neglected either; coherent scatter­
ing provides a simple and robust method of on-line measurement of oil/water 
ratios of the fluids extracted from oilfields [8]. Similarly the technique shows 
potential for the detection of low-Z contaminants, such as plastics, in food­
stuffs [9].
The applications and techniques considered generally rely on measuring 
scattering from one region of an object under investigation. Another novel 
form of imaging is that of using Rayleigh scattered X-rays for Computed To­
mography [10]. Rather than using the linear attenuation differences through 
a sample to construct the image, the elastic scatter differential cross section 
(i.e. scatter intensity) is used, dramatically increasing the contrast compared 
to that of conventional transmission CT. More recently, development of this 
technique has been focused in improving the identification of cancerous breast 
tissue from healthy tissue [11] [12], illustrating the contrast improvement over 
transmission images.
The use of coherent scattering for imaging purposes, particularly tha t of 
coherent scatter CT (or X-ray diffraction CT), therefore represents a coming 
together of the two parallel methods of X-ray diffraction and imaging through 
radiography/CT. The areas of development described previously represent a 
small section of a growing number of applications for what is still a relatively 
young imaging technique.
1.2 Motivation/ objectives of current work
1.2 M otivation/ objectives of current work
In a collaborative effort between the University of Surrey and the Nuclear 
Department at HMS Sultan, the materials research potential of transmission 
geometry X-ray diffraction (i.e. coherently scattered X-rays) in the context 
of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Programme (NNPP) is to be investigated. 
The primary focus of this work is to investigate the imaging potential for 
environmentally induced factors including stress and corrosion in both low- 
alloy steels and austenitic stainless steals.
Steel [13], is a ferrous alloy consisting of an iron crystalline structure 
with varying quantities of interstitially dissolved carbon, where the percent­
age carbon content determines the final mechanical properties (such as the 
strength) of the steel. Such steels are known as ‘plain carbon steels’ and are 
sub-divided into low carbon (< 0.3% C), medium carbon (0.3 — 0.7% C) and 
high carbon (0.7 — 1.7% C) categories, where increasing the carbon content 
increases the strength of the steel at the expense of the ductility. Aside from 
the dissolved carbon, the presence of other elements in the form of impurities 
is minimised during manufacture of plain carbon steels.
Stainless steels such as the 304L alloy used for this work however, are 
‘doped’ with specific quantities of additional elements such as nickel, chromium 
and manganese, in order to further tailor the mechanical properties (such 
as hardness and toughness) for the required application. Comparing the 
304L stainless steel with plain carbon steels for example, this alloy has high 
ductility, high tensile strength, and good corrosion resistance rendering it 
particularly suitable for applications in the NNPP and Nuclear industry in 
general.
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The iron-carbon system that is steel, is further complicated in that sev­
eral distinct solid phases exist, with different crystalline structures, including 
the ferrite (of) phase and austenite (7 ) phase [13]. As discussed further in 
section 4.3.3, another, metastable phase known as martensite can exist upon 
rapid cooling of austenitic steel, forming the basis of heat-treatments for 
further strengthening.
W ith regards to coherent X-ray scattering, this is now an established 
imaging tool, both as a complementary technique to conventional transmis­
sion techniques, and as a unique non-destructive testing method. Measure­
ment of, for example, the energy of X-ray photons coherently scattered from 
a crystalline substance, produces a diffraction profile that consists of a series 
of sharply defined peaks. It is this diffraction profile, characteristic for a given 
substance, that allows for the discrimination of an organic explosive such as 
Semtex from a benign substance such as soap or deodorant in suitcases [4]. 
In such examples the measured diffraction profiles are radically different; or­
ganic explosives are crystalline in structure, generating a complicated series 
of sharp peaks while the deodorant being an amorphous substance, produces 
a single broad peak in the diffraction profile.
The generation of a diffraction profile is further useful in that the inter 
atomic spacings may be measured by the simple expedient of calibrating the 
profile in terms of the momentum transfer parameter q (refer to section 2.3). 
This is not only useful in terms of identifying a material, but also provides 
an opportunity to monitor changes induced in a material due to changing 
environmental conditions.
In previous work [14], transmission geometry X-ray diffraction has been
1^ 1 1.2 Motivation/objectives of current work
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tem pera tu re  ®C
(c) (d)
F igure 1.1: Previous proof of concept for the imaging of ferrite and austenite 
phases in steel: (a) diffraction image of 2mm mild steel, (b) diffraction image 
of 2mm stainless steel, (c) effects of tem perature on the integrated diffraction 
profile of mild steel, (d) associated changes in atomic spacing.
explored as a possible technique to measure the phase transformation in hot 
rolled steel; the potential application being an online system in a working 
steel mill. Although the main focus was on the differences and thus the ability 
to distinguish between ferrite and austenite-phase sheet steel, a study was 
also carried out on temperature effects on the diffraction profiles approaching 
the phase transformation temperature. This effort demonstrated the ability 
to measure small changes in the inter-atomic spacings in a thick sample
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despite the associated attenuation effects (refer to Fig. 1.1) and provides 
the impetus for the current work. Given the demonstrated ability of the 
technique to distinguish between the primary ferrite and austenite phases, the 
technique is further developed in this work in order to detect the structural 
changes produced from the formation of the metastable martensite phase 
(an important avenue of research with regards to hardening steels used in 
the NNPP), and the lattice spacing changes associated with applied stress.
The remainder of this thesis is composed as follows:
• In Chapter 2 consideration is made of the fundamentals of X-ray scat­
tering, from the classical relationship derived by Thomson, to the coher­
ent (Rayleigh) scattering relationship, and finally to Bragg diffraction.
• Chapter 3 describes the experimental configurations and apparatus 
used, including X-ray tubes and semiconductor radiation detectors.
• In Chapter 4, preliminary work on low density samples, used to set up 
the apparatus is introduced. Work on low-alloy ferritic, and austenitic 
stainless steel is then presented, including both static and dynamic 
stress measurements on 304L stainless steel. Investigation through 
the use of transmission XRD, of martensite formation in cryogenically 
cooled austenitic stainless steel is also presented in depth. Finally, high 
energy diffraction measurements are discussed.
• Chapter 5 briefly discusses possible future developments, both of equip­
ment and possible new measurements.
• Chapter 6 concludes the discussion.
Chapter 2
Elastic Scattering of X-rays
2.1 Introduction
The founding theoretical work for elastic X-ray scattering was first produced 
by Thomson in 1906 [2]. Based upon classical electrodynamics, essentially an 
incoming electromagnetic wave causes a free electron to accelerate, producing 
an oscillatory motion as the wave passes. Given that an accelerating charge 
will radiate, this produces a second wave of the same frequency and phase 
as the incoming wave, ‘scattering’ of the wave is therefore the result.
Thomson scattering is however an idealised model for elastic scattering 
and does not extend to multiple bound electrons for the simple reason that 
it does not consider the effects of interference between the scattered waves 
from different electrons of the same atom.
Although his name is synonymous with the scattering of X-rays from 
atoms, the work of Lord Rayleigh (John William Strutt) on scattering con­
cerned the scatter of visible light in the atmosphere which culminated in his
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1871 publication [15]. The early theoretical basis for Rayleigh scattering of 
X-rays was produced during the 1920s and 30s [16] [17] [18]. In these mod­
els Rayleigh scattering is described by a modified form of the relationship 
proposed by Thomson, accounting for the effect that the electronic charge 
distribution within an atom has on the total scattering.
While the Thomson scattering relationship is originally a classically de­
rived expression from conventional electro dynamics (a quantum mechanical 
treatment in the low energy limit yields the same result [19]), Rayleigh scat­
tering is based upon a quantum mechanically derived expression for the elec­
tronic charge distribution and, for heavier atoms, incorporates the effects of 
relativistic electrons in the inner atomic orbits.
The discovery of X-ray diffraction was a result of the pioneering work of 
Laue (1912, Nobel prize 1914) [20] [21] and later W.H Bragg and his son W.L. 
Bragg (1913, Nobel prize 1915) [22]. Diffraction is a well understood classical 
phenomenon dating back to Young’s double slit experiment. With regards 
to the work of Bragg, it is the result of interference between X-rays scattered 
from a crystalline structure. This discovery allowed for the development of a 
myriad of applications where knowledge of the structure and orientation of 
a crystal is required, perhaps the most widely used example of this being in 
the field of protein crystallography.
2.2 Thom son scatter from a free electron
The basis for the derivation of the differential Thomson scatter cross section 
^  is firmly rooted in classical electrodynamics and the property that ac­
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celeration of a point-like charge will produce an electromagnetic wave [23] 
where:
^  =  ^ ( l  +  cos^e (2.1)
Noting that Vq is the classical electron radius given by Tq =
The total Thomson scattering cross section ctt may be obtained from 
simple consideration of the power radiated by an accelerating charge, and the 
incident energy from the incoming electromagnetic wave in the v c limit. 
Consider a plane wave incident on a free electron where the instantaneous 
values of the electric and magnetic fields are given by:
E  = Eq sin(w^) i
Eo . .B  — —  sm(wt)j
The energy incident upon the electron is given by the Poynting Vector [24], 
essentially the power flow per unit volume in the direction k:
(2.3)
//Q
Therefore from 2.2:
ri 2
S  = —^  sin^(wt) k (2.4)
m e
The energy per unit time radiated by the electron is given by the Larmor 
formula [24] in the v <^c limit, which shall not be derived here:
fél 2.2 Thomson scatter from a free electron 11
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F igure 2.1: The variables involved in deriving the Thomson scatter cross sec­
tion. The electric component of the incident EM wave produces an acceleration 
V,  of the electron. The power flow is represented by the Poynting vector S,  the 
area through which it deposits energy to the electron represented by ar-
dW
dt hTTCoC^
(2.5)
Where v is the acceleration of the electron. If t; <C c, the acceleration 
may be simply derived classically from F  = ma, and the Larmor expression 
may be written in terms of E, e and the electron mass me'.
dt ÔTreoc^ m^ (2 .6)
Referring to Fig. 2.1 the total cross section represents the area through which 
the Poynting vector is flowing and depositing energy to the electron. The 
fraction of the total power is therefore simply the product of S and œt (note: 
the differential cross section is defined as the energy radiated per unit
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time per unit solid angle divided by the incident energy per unit time per 
unit area). Thus using equations 2.4, and 2.6:
—  sin^(wt) aT = - — ^ sin^(wt) (2.7)
Knowing that for electromagnetic waves, v, and therefore c, is equal to 
yields the final result for the total scatter cross section:
Which is independent of the incident wave frequency and has a value of 0.665 
barns (1 barn =  10“ '^^ cm^).
2.3 Rayleigh scatter from bound electrons
When considering scattering from bound atomic electrons, the total scat­
tering amplitude cannot be considered as simply a function of Z, i.e. sum­
ming the Thomson relationship over Z  electrons foi: that atom. Rather, in 
a multiple electron atom, the resultant scattered wave is produced from the 
combined scattering of all atomic electrons and more importantly, the inter­
ference effects that take place between the individual scattered waves. This 
interference is angular dependant; in the forward (0°) direction all scattered 
waves will be in phase thus constructively interfering. At increasing scatter­
ing angles the phase differences result in increasing destructive interference 
and the contribution of elastically scattered X-rays becomes negligible when 
compared to that of incoherent (Compton) scattering.
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Figure 2.2: Derivation of the momentum transfer for an elastically scattered 
photon. An incident photon is scattered through a to tal angle of 9. The momen­
tum  transfer q may be obtained by considering th a t the modulus of the initial 
and final momentum is the same (noting th a t the recoil momentum of the atom 
is negligible).
It is important to now recall that X-rays are not simply waves, and to 
consider the discrete, photon aspect of electromagnetic radiation. The resul­
tant scattering from an atom of multiple bound electrons is considered as a 
function of both Z  and the parameter q, the momentum transferred to the 
photon to scatter it through the angle 6. Referring to Fig. 2.2. and consider­
ing a photon of initial momentum scattered through a total angle of 9] it 
can be seen that for elastically scattered photons the momentum transferred 
is given by;
q = 2hksm  ( 2 ) (2.9)
Where it is the angle |  that is referred to as the ‘glancing angle’.
The function of q and Z  that describes the scattering from bound elec­
trons is known as the atomic form factor. In the form factor approximation, 
the Thomson scattering relationship is modified with the factor [F{q, Z)] 
such that:
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d c T ji  iy \'\2
dfl dD,
[F{g,Z)r  (2.10)
As demonstrated in section 2.2, the total Thomson scatter cross section œt 
is simply a constant of 0.665 barns. The form factor is therefore proportional 
to the square root of the scatter intensity, in effect representing the ratio of 
scattered amplitude by the atom, to that of a single free electron.
While the Thomson scatter cross section is a classically derived expres­
sion, the calculation of the form factor lies with solution of the Schrodinger 
equation for systems of many fermions. Since it is not feasible to solve the 
Schrodinger equation directly for atoms beyond helium, it (and thus the form 
factor) must be approximated.
One of the simplest bases for the calculation of atomic form factors is the 
Hartree method and the one electron approximation [16] [25]. Each electron 
is represented by its own wavefunction, effectively reducing the problem to 
that of a single electron, moving in the field of the nucleus in addition to a 
field that represents the average effect of all the other electrons. The method 
is then essentially the variational principle, with the trial wavefunction being 
the product of multiple one-electron wavefunctions.
It is sufficient to state here that for a spherically symmetric charge density 
p{r) the form factor is calculated from:
oo
0
This technique of calculating the form factor is also extended to heavier atoms
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with relativistic inner electrons. The form factor in this case is modified such 
that for the Rh subshell the form factor is given by:
oo
gi{q) J p{r) sm(qr) \ moc^
qr
(2 .12)
Where Ei is the total energy of the ith electron, V (r) is the potential of the 
electronic charge at a radial distance r. The total form factor is thus obtained 
by summing Pi over all electron subshells.
As discussed previously, the simplest methods for calculating the atomic 
form factor are based upon the Hartree method. Overall this is a very good 
approximation, however it begins to break down for very low/very high en­
ergies. Similarly the approximation does not hold when photon energies are 
comparable to the K-shell binding energies of the scattering material. In 
order to obtain more accurate results for these regimes a complete treatment 
based upon quantum electrodynamics is required. Further discussion of these 
methods of deriving the atomic form factors is available in the work of Kane 
et al [26].
Extensive effort has been expended on tabulating atomic form factors 
over the last 30 years and these are now collated for all the elements in the 
region 1 <  Z < 92 in the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Physics laboratory database [27]. A review of measurements of the 
total elastic scattering cross-sections in the range IkeV to 4MeV is covered 
in the work of Bradley et al [28].
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2.4 Bragg diffraction
The elastic scattering considered thus far has concerned the interference of 
scattered waves from electrons within the same atom. Longer range interfer­
ence effects take place between scattered waves from the electrons of neigh­
bouring atoms. This effect is noticeable in the diffraction image produced 
from scattering of X-rays off an amorphous material such as water. In this 
example a broad feature diffraction pattern is produced as a result of inter­
ference between X-rays scattered from neighbouring water molecules.
The most striking diffraction patterns occur for substances where atoms 
are arranged in a regular periodic array. In such a material atoms are ar­
ranged in regular layers, where the spacing between layers is d. Construc­
tive interference between atoms in the different layers gives rise to the phe­
nomenon of well defined diffraction fringes as discovered by W. H. and W. 
L. Bragg in 1913.
Referring to Fig. 2.3, incident X-rays of wavelength A are scattered through 
a total angle 6 by identical atoms in layers A  and B. Through consideration 
of the geometry it is clear that the path difference (P) between the scattered 
waves is given by:
P  =  2 d sin | -  I (2.13)
For constructive interference to occur the scattered waves must be in phase, 
thus the path difference must equal an integer number of wavelengths. This 
leads to the Bragg condition where:
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0/2
F ig u re  2.3: Geometric considerations for deriving the Bragg equation. Consid­
ering two planes in a regular crystal structure it is clear that, for similar X-rays 
elastically scattered off atoms in neighbouring planes, a path  difference will occur 
as a  function of scattering angle and the separation of the planes.
nX =  2d sin ( - (2.14)
Therefore given that there are multiple planes in a crystal, a series of 
peaks at different scattering angles can be produced. In the simplest ex­
ample of the powder diffraction technique, the wavelength is fixed through 
monochromation and the scattering profile over all scattering angles is mea­
sured, producing a series of diffraction rings onto photographic film.
It should be noted that the relative intensities of the diffraction lines are 
more complicated. The intensity of a given line is a function of the scatter­
ing by all atoms. In section 2.3 the scattering from a single atom is described 
by the atomic form factor F[q, Z\. When considering a crystal structure, the 
scattering is the sum of that for all atoms in a unit cell (the repeating unit 
that forms the crystal lattice) while taking into account the interference of 
the scattered waves (i.e. phase). The result of these considerations is the
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F ig u re  2.4: Derivation of the phase factor for Bragg diffraction. The phase 
factor arises from consideration of the path  difference between parallel X-rays and 
the requirement of an integer number of wavelengths for constructive interference.
‘structure factor’ Fsf which is derived below.
Firstly the interference of the waves must be considered. Referring to 
Fig. 2.4; for an incident wave of wavevector K ,  re-radiating with wavevec- 
tor K ',  the associated path difference obtained from consideration of the 
geometry is given by:
P  — |r | cos(^) — |r | cos{(f)') (2.15)
Therefore considering the requirement of a whole number of wavelengths for 
constructive interference this may be written as:
nX =
r .K  r .K '
\K \ \K> (2.16)
For elastic scattering |FT| =  \K '\ where \K \ = therefore yielding the 
phase factor:
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27Tn = r .{ A K )  (2.17)
Combining the sum of the atomic form factors /„  with the phase factor 
derived above, yields the final result for the structure factor, and thus the 
total scattering amplitude from a unit cell of n atoms:
j",/ =  (2T8)
1
The intensity of the diffraction lines is therefore proportional to There
are however, other considerations such that the intensity for a given diffrac­
tion line is:
h  = \Fsf\‘^FmFLp (2.19)
Where Fm is the multiplicity factor and Fip is the Lorentz polarisation factor. 
The multiplicity factor takes into account different planes diffracting at the 
same angle, thus increasing the scatter intensity at that angle. It is therefore 
simply an integer representing the number of equivalent sets of planes.
The Lorentz-polarisation factor is a combination of factors accounting 
for both an unpolarised incident beam (therefore containing electric field 
components in both the y and z directions), and consideration of the ge­
ometric arrangement of the scattering sample with respect to the incident 
and diffracted beams. The combined factor is wholly angular dependant and 
given by:
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Overall therefore, the simplicity of the Bragg condition given in 2.14 belies 
the complexity of the actual diffraction pattern produced.
X-ray diffraction has now been established for over 90 years as an ex­
perimental technique. As such, the complete diffraction patterns of many 
materials are well known. An extensive, global library of data concerning 
almost half a million crystalline materials is available, maintained by the 
International Centre for Diffraction Data(ICDD) [29].
Chapter 3 
Experim ental configurations 
and apparatus
3.1 Introduction
The serendipitous discovery of X-rays was as a result of the work of Roentgen 
in late 1895. While investigating the range of cathode rays (thermionically 
emitted electrons) generated from a Crookes tube, Roentgen noticed that 
a barium platinocyanide-coated screen some distance away began to glow. 
Given that his apparatus was screened with cardboard he deduced this could 
not be as a result of cathode rays, and while investigating this new phenom­
ena with various screening materials, he accidentally produced an image of 
the bones within his own hand. Further images, including the famous radio­
graph of Mrs Roentgen’s hand presented in his paper of December that year, 
earned Roentgen the first Nobel prize for physics in 1901.
Generation of X-rays for coherent scattering experiments can be per-
2 1
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formed in a number of ways. Low intensities of monochromatic X-rays are 
generated from radioactive sources, either indirectly through ionising inter­
actions producing vacant orbitals that are filled by de-excitation of electrons 
from higher orbitals, or directly through the processes of internal conversion 
and electron capture. Internal conversion is a competing process to the usual 
de-excitation of the nucleus through emission of a gamma ray [30], the un­
stable nucleus transfers sufficient energy to one of the inner shell electrons to 
allow it to escape the atom. The sharp X-ray lines generated from a source as 
a result are due to the subsequent de-excitation of electrons in higher shells 
to fill this vacancy.
While a monochromatic source is desirable for some measurements, a 
polychromatic source is often required. After 110 years, thermally gener­
ated electrons accelerated into a target still provide the basis for most X-ray 
work; X-ray tubes are being continually developed for uses from radiogra­
phy in hospitals and industrial processes such as weld inspection, to security 
applications such as those described in chapter 1.
For the generation of higher intensity polychromatic and monochromatic 
X-rays electron accelerators are required. In the latest generation of syn­
chrotrons electrons are accelerated up to energies of several GeV before be­
ing passed through a series of bending magnets (‘undulators’ and ‘wigglers’) 
to produce various energies of X-rays. Such facilities are capable of generating 
beams 11 or 12 orders of magnitude more brilliant (photons/s/mm^/mrad^/0.1%) 
[31] than a typical laboratory X-ray tube. It should however be noted that 
the start-up costs of this generation of synchrotrons (for example PETRA 
III in Germany) are now of the order £100 million [32].
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For the detection of coherently scattered X-rays a number of solutions 
exist dependant on the intended application and the experiment configura­
tion.
When employing polychromatic X-rays in the application of measuring 
oil/water ratios mentioned in chapter 1; the requirement was for a robust, 
energy resolving detector (given a polychromatic source was employed) with 
relaxed constraints on the energy resolution. In this case CdZnTe detec­
tors were employed giving suitable energy resolution without the need for 
expensive cryogenic cooling systems.
In the case where monochromatic X-rays are used and where simultaneous 
measurement of scattered X-rays over all angles is the objective, the simplest 
form of detector is a photographic plate, directly recording the diffraction 
image. Further development of this technique involves the use of a CCD 
camera coupled to an image intensifier, allowing the construction of an inte­
grated diffraction profile of the scattered X-rays based upon the position (i.e. 
scatter angle) and the intensity of the scattered X-rays. Detector systems 
(including the specifics of the devices used in this work) and new develop­
ments in detectors applicable to coherent X-ray scattering are discussed in 
section 3.4.
3.2 Experim ent configurations
Referring to the momentum transfer q derived in section 2.3 it is clear tha t 
the resultant scattering, being a function of g, will therefore be a function of 
photon energy and the angle | .
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F igure 3.1: Schematic of a typical energy dispersive configuration. Using a 
series of simple collimators the spatial resolution of the beam is well defined such 
th a t a small volume or ‘voxel’ of the material may be sampled. This voxel is a 
trapezoid defined by both the source and detector collimators.
This gives rise to two possible experiment configurations which are illus­
trated in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2; energy dispersive where the incident photon energy 
is varied and the apparatus set at a fixed angle or angular dispersive where 
a monochromatic source is used while varying the angle | .
In practice the energy dispersive technique relies on a polychromatic X- 
ray source, where multiple energy photons are scattered by the sample of 
interest simultaneously and discriminated by an energy resolving detector. 
The region sampled by this technique, the ‘scattering voxel’, is defined by 
the geometry of the source and detector collimators as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
In an angular dispersive technique, for example such as that used in 
[14], elastic scattering at all angles is recorded simultaneously for a single 
fixed energy. This does not require an energy resolving detector but rather 
a position sensitive system to record the diffraction image produced. By
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utilising a CCD coupled to an image intensifier the resulting diffraction image 
(e.g. refer to Fig. 1.1) may be used to construct an integrated profile i.e. a 
series of peaks corresponding to constructive interference between scattered 
waves and therefore structure of the material of interest.
For both techniques the resulting scattering spectrum can be calibrated, 
not in terms of the energy of the scattered photons, or the angle through 
which they are scattered, but instead the parameter x where:
Thus relating the resultant spectrum to the momentum transfer q (referring 
to Eqn. 2.9 it is clear x cc q). Both techniques therefore achieve the same 
result; sampling of the elastic scatter cross section in momentum space. Cal­
ibrating in terms of x is further useful in that the inter atomic spacings in 
crystalline structures d may then be obtained. Comparing equation 3.1 to 
the Bragg equation it is clear the two are related by the relationship x = ^  
(for n = l).
Although both techniques essentially arrive at the same result (i.e. a mea­
surement of the elastic scatter cross section in momentum space), there are 
a number of advantages and disadvantages to each that must be considered 
when determining which technique is suitable for a given application.
In energy dispersive techniques the full range of energies generated by the 
X-ray source is utilised. This has the advantage of shorter measurement times 
required to build up sufficient statistics for the resulting spectrum. The appa­
ratus required is also relatively simple in that the data is collected at a single
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Figure 3.2: Example of an angular dispersive configuration. Mono-energetic 
X-rays are scattered elastically from the target sample at multiple angles simul­
taneously, resulting in the production of the diffraction ‘rings’ as seen in Fig. 1.1. 
The beam stop must be carefully positioned to cut out the direct transm itted 
beam (that would otherwise saturate the image) without removing information 
from photons scattered through smaller angles.
angle, allowing for a fixed system consisting of source, collimator and detec­
tor. A disadvantage to this technique lies with the problem of differential 
attenuation in thicker samples. Because a range of energies is used, the effect 
of lower energy X-ray photons being preferentially attenuated by scattering 
and photoelectric absorption will be noticeable. This effect, demonstrated in 
Fig. 3.3 would be noticed as a change in the relative intensities of peaks in 
the resulting spectrum; the low angle peaks corresponding to higher energy 
photons becoming more pronounced relative to the higher angle (low energy) 
peaks. It should be noted that the effect may be mitigated by looking at the 
0° angle and normalising the scatter spectrum to the transmitted beam.
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Figure 3.3: Example of the differential attenuation effects in increasing thick­
nesses of mild steel caused by the attenuation of low energy photons [14].
Angular dispersive techniques, utilising a fixed incident energy do not en­
counter this problem. The difficulty in generating a monochromatic beam of 
sufficient intensity does however present a problem. Quasi-monochromatic 
beams may be generated by suitable filtering of polychromatic beams so that 
only well defined characteristic X-rays (corresponding to removal of an elec­
tron) are used. This relies on selecting a filtering material with a suitable 
‘K-edge’ in its absorption cross-section. The K-edge is a discontinuity in the 
absorption spectrum, corresponding to the energy of photoelectric absorption 
for a K-shell electron. By selecting a filter material with a K-edge just below 
the desired X-ray wavelength (refer to Fig. 3.4), unwanted lower-energy X- 
rays may be removed from the beam [33]. The efficiency of the filter depends 
on the thickness, an increase of which will lead to a cleaner single energy 
beam. There is however, a compromise to be struck between producing a
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F ig u re  3.4: Illustration of the application of a  suitable filter to remove unwanted 
X-rays and thus produce a quasi-monochromatic beam. Here the X-rays are those 
of Molybedenum, the filter applied in this case is Niobium (simulated using the 
IPEM  Report 78 Spectrum Processor software) [34].
sharply defined mono-energetic beam and maintaining a useful beam inten­
sity. Because of this, a slight blurring effect resulting from multiple energies 
in the beam must be tolerated to maintain realistic measurement times.
3.2.1 Energy dispersive apparatus
Prior to October 2005, the highest power-rating X-ray tube available was a 
80kV/250/iA tungsten target device (Source-ray, Inc: SB-80-250), limiting 
the ability to image higher density materials (for example steel) to thin sam­
ples. The work carried out with this tube has therefore been focused on low 
density samples, including but not limited to sugar and a polyviologen-silica 
hybrid (PVG/Si0 2 ) nanopowder sample.
In addition to the 80kV tube (used for energy dispersive work), a 50kV/lmA 
molybdenum target tube (Oxford XTF5011) has been utilised, primarily for 
angular dispersive measurements with diffraction images collected using an
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I
Figure 3.5: Photograph of the energy dispersive X-ray diffraction apparatus 
used in late 2004/early 2005. The aluminium collimator rig shown here was 
loaned from City University (courtesy of M.J Farquharson) and has since been 
replaced by an identical apparatus. The 80kV X-ray tube is visible in the back­
ground with the cylindrical collimator mounted on x-y micro-positioners.
X-ray image intensifier.
As discussed in section 3.2 energy dispersive measurements use the unfil­
tered bremsstrahlung spectrum (for which tungsten target tubes are partic­
ularly suitable) in conjunction with an energy-resolving detector. A Peltier- 
cooled Amptek XR-IOOT CZT device (see section 3.4.2) was initially used for 
energy dispersive work involving low density samples, including for example, 
sugar.
The collimator system first used for energy dispersive measurements is 
shown in Fig. 3.5. A cylindrical copper-coated lead collimator forms the ini­
tial, coarse collimation of the source. The beam is then further collimated by
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a fixed, 30cm aluminium block into a 1mm by 10mm tall ribbon beam. The 
advantages of this geometry over that of a pencil beam have been previously 
demonstrated [4], namely allowing for a higher incident flux while maintain­
ing suitable angular resolution. The detector collimation is mounted on the 
same apparatus, consisting of an equally-sized (30cm) aluminium block with 
1mm collimation provided for the transmitted (0°) beam and for fixed angles 
in 1° degree steps between 3° and 12°. Scattering is measured for only a 
single angle at a time, with screens consisting of 3mm aluminium bonded to 
3mm lead drawn into place to block all other scattering angles.
Given that the coherent scattering signal is weak compared to the trans­
mitted beam it is important to ensure the highest X-ray flux-possible is 
utilised. Micropositioners in both the X and Y planes were, used in conjunc­
tion with a NE Technology Limited Farmer dosimeter to allow for ‘mapping’ 
of the X-ray tube focal spot (a 3mm by 3mm area), thus ensuring the collima­
tor is placed over the region of highest X-ray flux. In addition to positioning 
the primary collimator over the region of highest intensity, the aluminium 
collimator rig requires careful positioning to ensure the beam remains aligned 
across the complete rig. Coarse adjustment was achieved using a laser, while 
finer adjustment was performed using the dosimeter; i.e. using the known 
dose-rate at the exit of the cylindrical collimator, and comparing that to the 
dose-rate at the exit of the aluminium collimator (while accounting for effec­
tive cross sectional area of both collimators and 1/r^) to achieve optimum 
alignment.
From February 2006 a 225kV Comet MXR225/22 X-ray tube was avail­
able for use in a dedicated X-ray laboratory at the University of Surrey. The
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primary aim for this apparatus was to image the change in lattice spacings 
in austenitic stainless steel samples due to, for example, applied stress.
The tungsten target tube provides an order of magnitude increase in flux 
over the X-ray tubes used previously and more importantly, sufficiently high 
energies of X-rays to penetrate several millimetres of steel. The complete ex­
perimental apparatus for energy dispersive XRD was updated and is shown 
in Fig. 3.6. In addition to the new X-ray tube, a new aluminium collimator 
apparatus was constructed (courtesy of HMS Sultan’s workshop) and a high- 
purity, thin beryllium-windowed germanium detector (refer to section 3.4.2) 
replaces the CZT detector used previously. The Comet MXR225/22 X-ray 
tube is mounted inside a 4mm lead-lined enclosure to reduce leakage from 
the tube itself. A 20mm diameter exit port has been created to which various 
cylindrical collimators may be inserted, such that they are positioned directly 
over the output window of the X-ray tube. The apparatus for mounting 
the collimator system and germanium detector was constructed from Bosch- 
Rexroth framework, allowing a significant degree of flexibility and reduction 
in weight and scatter compared to, for example, an all welded steel construc­
tion.
Civen the increase in X-ray energy and flux over the previous experi­
ments, increased source collimation has been implemented to ensure that 
only elastically scattered X-rays from the sample are measured. A 10mm 
diameter, cylindrical lead collimator is mounted inside the exit port of the 
X-ray tube enclosure, providing a coarse pencil beam prior to the main source 
collimation. Initially this consisted of a series of coarse lead collimators, gen­
erating a 1mm by 10mm ribbon beam prior to the aluminium collimator
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Figure 3.6: The updated apparatus used for energy dispersive XRD. A new 
225kV X-ray tube (limited to IGOkV) is mounted inside a 4mm lead-lined enclo­
sure (far right) to reduce leakage from the tube itself. Given the higher X-ray 
intensities in use, extra collimation (HUBER tungsten-bladed variable slits) is 
included to form the initial ribbon beam. Furthermore the HPGe detector (far 
left) is encased in 2mm lead to reduce background scatter from undefined angles.
apparatus. These have since been replaced by a set of precision-engineered 
HUBER tungsten-bladed slits to provide more finely tuned collimation in 
the x-y plane. Further to the overall increase in the source collimation, the 
detector itself is shielded with a 2mm thick lead sheath in order to reduce the 
extraneous scatter background. Elastically scattered X-rays from the sample 
at the defined angle of interest are allowed onto the detector window via a 
1mm by 10mm vertical slit in the front face of the sheath.
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Figure 3.7: The two-direction stepper motor system used to produce line scans 
across the sample. The stepper-motors are mounted together below the colli­
m ator (removed for photographic purposes), while an aluminium optical post is 
fastened to the top, vertical stepper-motor, and passes through a hole cut in the 
base-plate of the collimator. At the top of the post a circular, 3-point clamp is 
used to securely fasten the sample in-place without interfering with the incident 
X-ray beam.
The setup shown in Eig. 3.6 has been used for imaging ferrite and austenite- 
phase steel samples up to several millimetres thick (refer to section 4.3.2). 
The system is however only capable of measuring single fixed points along 
the sample, with the scattering voxel fixed by the optical filter mounts used 
to clamp the sample in place. In order to incorporate the ability to produce a 
2D map of a sample a stepper motor system was later constructed, allowing 
remote positioning of the sample relative to the fixed incident X-ray beam. 
This system is shown photographically in Fig. 3.7 and has been designed
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(a) (b)
F igure 3.8: HMS Sultan’s X-ray lab prior to the construction of the X-ray 
diffraction apparatus included an obstructing high-density concrete wall posi­
tioned in front of the X-ray tube. In (a) an X-ray filter mount can be seen which 
was removed at the same time as the wall. The wall is shown in (b), with an 
aperture 18cm in diameter; too large to provide useful beam collimation, and too 
small to fit the aluminium collimator apparatus inside.
specifically for a series of oval and near-circular 304L stainless steel samples 
provided by HMS Sultan. As discussed further in section 4.3.2, these samples 
are used to investigate the martensite phase transformation upon cryogenic 
cooling in this particular alloy. Again the apparatus was constructed from 
Bosch-Rexroth framework, allowing the different experiment configurations 
to be easily interchanged.
In parallel to the development of a table-top system at the University 
of Surrey, development of a transmission X-ray diffraction system has taken 
place at HMS Sultan’s Nuclear department. This system exploits an existing 
225kV tungsten X-ray tube, which early in the project was demonstrated 
to be in suitable working order for transmission diffraction experiments [35].
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(a) (b)
F igure 3.9: The initial apparatus was constructed at HMS Sultan given the 
availability of the tensometer and 225kV X-ray tube at the facility, (a) the 
updated collimator system on the 225kV X-ray tube is visible; consisting of a 
1.73cm diameter permanently mounted lead collimator and a removable HUBER 
3013 tungsten-bladed slit screen. The detector mounted behind the slit is part 
of the safety interlock system, (b) the configuration of the Monsanto tensometer 
and pre-existing aluminium collimator apparatus.
The main experimental work to be carried out involved dynamic stress mea­
surements of 304L austenitic stainless steel, measuring lattice spacing changes 
with elastic deformation. To this end a Monsanto tensometer was incorpo­
rated into the diffraction system, capable of applying up to a 20kN load to 
the samples. The complete apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.9, consisting of ef­
fectively two separate supporting structures (one for the collimator, one for 
the tensometer) built from Bosch-Rexroth aluminium framework. This de­
sign made for a very stable structure while allowing independent alignment 
of the collimator in the xyz planes, alignment of tensometer in the xyz planes 
and the correct alignment of the tensile-loaded sample with respect to the
Æ-,
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Figure 3.10: The dynamic stress apparatus as relocated to the Surrey X-ray 
lab. In (a) the configuration of the tensometer and collimator is shown with 
respect to the existing X-ray tube and HPGe detector. In the initial experiment 
a strain gauge (as shown close up in (b)) was incorporated into the apparatus, 
however this was later shown to have a non-linear response, and for the remainder 
of the experiment measurements were made as a function of applied load in kN.
incident X-ray beam.
Construction of this apparatus was delayed until November 2006, pend­
ing facility changes and the removal of an obstructing high density concrete 
wall positioned several tens of centimetres in front of the X-ray tube (refer 
to Fig. 3.8). This was initially designed to act as both a scattered radia­
tion shield for an adjacent control room and a coarse collimator. However, 
in-house calculations demonstrated the wall was not in fact required to main­
tain dose rates below 1/iSv/hr in the control room, and that the secondary 
function of collimator could be more effectively achieved using a 1.73cm bore, 
lead collimator permanently mounted onto the existing lead-lined shielding 
containing the X-ray tube.
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Unfortunately soon after construction was completed, the laboratory at 
HMS Sultan had to be closed down due to an electrical fire. Since the time­
frame for re-opening was unknown, the decision was taken to re-locate the 
apparatus to Surrey. The re-built apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.10 mounted 
in front of the Comet MXR225/22 X-ray tube. The beam geometry used is 
identical to that used for comparing austenite and ferrite-phase samples, i.e. 
a 1mm by 10mm ribbon beam with a 1mm by 10mm lead slit for the de­
tector. Further collimation of the beam including down to 500//m by 500/im 
beam with a 500/zm slit for the detector, produced approximately an 8% im­
provement in full width half maximum (due to the reduced angular blurring). 
However, with the reduced scatter intensity, the resulting measurement times 
were of the order of 5 hours compared to 30 minutes, subjecting the X-ray 
system to overheating, and therefore the 1mm by 10mm geometry was used 
for the remainder of the experiment.
3.2.2 A ngular dispersive apparatus
In addition to the energy dispersive measurements discussed previously, an­
gular dispersive X-ray diffraction using a 50kV molybdenum target X-ray 
tube and a 4-inch image intensifier (Hamamatsu Photonics Model C7336- 
10; refer to section 3.4.3) has been attempted with the apparatus shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.11. Collimation is provided by a cylindrical copper- 
coated lead collimator as per the energy dispersive apparatus. Initially a 
1mm diameter collimator was used, however the resultant X-ray intensity 
was found to be insufficient to generate a detectable diffraction image over 
the maximum acquisition time (1000ms). This collimator was therefore later
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the apparatus used for angular dispersive X-ray 
diffraction measurements.
replaced with a 5mm diameter collimator, sacrificing resolution in order to 
generate a useful image. A 15mm diameter lead beam stop was required in 
the centre of the image intensifier to cut out the primary beam from the 
centre of the intensity (diffraction) image, due to beam spread.
While ideally a monochromatic beam is required, as discussed in sec­
tion 3.2, a quasi-monochromatic beam may be produced through application 
of a filter material. However at the time no suitable filter was available, the 
resulting intensity images are therefore subject to polychromatic blurring due 
to the multiple X-ray energies present in the beam.
While further angular dispersive work was initially planned including a 
refinement of that described in Appendix B [36], incorporating an electrical 
heating rig to replace the relatively crude butane/propane gas torch, and 
taking advantage of the improved Hamamatsu image intensifier. However, 
given the superior resolution of the energy dispersive system, and that the 
work was to be carried out under laboratory rather than industrial/field con­
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ditions, the focus of the remaining experiments was on further development 
of the energy dispersive technique.
3.3 X-ray tubes
3.3.1 P roduction  o f X-rays
X-ray tubes provide the staple laboratory source for X-rays given their rel­
atively low cost and ease of setting up compared to a synchrotron source. 
X-ray tubes produce relatively high intensities of X-rays (when compared to 
isotope sources), both as a continuous bremsstrahlung spectrum and a su­
perimposed spectrum of discrete characteristic X-rays as shown in Fig. 3.12. 
As briefly described in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, a number of different X-ray 
sets have been used for both energy dispersive (EDXRD) and angular dis­
persive (ADXRD) work. Initially 50kV molybdenum and silver target tubes 
were used for imaging low density samples in both energy dispersive and an­
gular dispersive configurations. The beam current on these tubes is limited 
to 1mA and 0.5mA respectively, limiting their usefulness for later experi­
ments on steel samples. An 80kV tungsten-target was also used for EDXRD 
work, generating an intense bremsstrahlung spectrum with the higher atomic 
number of tungsten (and high melting point of 3422°C allowing for a higher 
energy electron beam). The overall flux on this tube is however lower, with 
the beam current limited to 250/rA. The final and most significant X-ray set 
used, was a 3kW, 225kV tungsten-target tube, limited to 160kV and capa­
ble of exceptionally high flux due to a maximum beam current of 30mA (at 
lOOkV, though limited initially to 10mA due to overheating concerns). Dose-
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F igure 3.12: Spectrum obtained (using a high-purity germanium detector a t a 
distance of 10m with a pin-hole lead collimator) from HMS Sultan’s tungsten- 
target X-ray tube operating at 160kV. The bremsstrahlung continuum extends 
across the full range from OkeV to lOOkeV. While a number of characteristic peaks 
are visible, the most prominent in the spectrum is the tungsten Ka  doublet (58 
to 59.5keV) produced from the L i , L u  subshells.
rate and shielding concerns are particularly prevalent with this set, given that 
the absorbed dose in the primary (collimated beam) reaches over IGy/sec 
(lOOkV/lOmA operation) at the collimator aperture. A near identical set was 
provided at HMS Sultan’s laboratory, where due to improved local shielding, 
the set was cleared to run up to the full 225kV.
The continuous spectrum is produced through interaction between elec­
trons in the beam and nuclei in the target. An electron passing close to a 
nucleus undergoes a deflection producing a photon. The result of this sudden 
loss of energy is a rapid reduction in the electron’s kinetic energy, in effect it 
has ‘braked’ (hence the term Bremsstrahlung radiation) due to the interac­
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V
tion. The energy transfer is continuous i.e. it may take any value up to and 
including the full electron kinetic energy, thus producing a broad spectrum 
of X-ray energies that tails off towards the maximum electron energy. In 
this case the energy is defined by the tube voltage V, where the maximum 
possible energy of a single accelerated electron in keV (and therefore the 
maximum X-ray energy) is equal to the tube voltage in kV.
The total X-ray beam intensity is strongly dependent on tube voltage, and 
also the atomic number Z  and tube current i such that for a thick target 
[37]:
/  cx iZ V ”' (3.2)
Where m % 2. The efficiency per electron is determined by:
?7 =  Æ z y  (3.3)
Where A is a constant of 1.1 x 10“  ^ per volt. This demonstrates the poor 
efficiency of X-ray tubes; typically less than 2% of the total electron kinetic 
energy is transformed into X-rays, the remainder being converted into heat 
(hence the requirement for a high melting point material as the target).
The characteristic spectrum first discovered by C. G Barkla [38] (Nobel 
Prize 1917) is as a result of removal of an inner shell electron and subsequent 
de-excitation of higher electron shells. Because these shells (Æ, L, M) corre­
spond to discrete values of energy (principle quantum number n = 1,2,3); 
discrete X-ray energies are produced. The energy of the resulting photon de­
pends upon the shell or subshell that an electron de-excites from, for example
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the removal of a Æ-shell electron followed by de-excitation of an T-shell elec­
tron results in emission of a X-ray. De-excitation of an M-shell electron to 
fill the vacancy in the A-shell results in emission oî a, X-ray. Because split­
ting of shells into subshells occurs due to the coupling of the intrinsic (spin) 
and orbital angular momenta of the electrons (i.e. the quantum number j, 
where j  = l ± s )  for example, the L-shell splitting into Lj, Ljj, de-excitation 
from different subshells produces a further range of discrete X-ray energies.
3.3.2 C onstruction o f X-ray tubes
In terms of construction, the 50kV, 80kV and 225kV X-ray tubes used at both 
Surrey and HMS Sultan all share the same design principle, namely tha t of 
the stationary anode as illustrated in Fig. 3.13. The anode and cathode 
assembly are enclosed within an evacuated glass envelope, since the presence 
of gas molecules inside the tube presents both an electrical breakdown risk 
and a reduction of the maximum X-ray energy (due to electrons colliding 
with and ionising gas molecules). The glass construction of the envelope also 
prevents currents being induced due to the high voltage applied across the 
chamber.
The filament itself is usually tungsten as it has good thermionic prop­
erties and a low vapour pressure. Despite its high melting point (3422°C) 
some evaporation of the filament does occur however, leading to the un­
avoidable build-up of a thin deposit of tungsten on the inner surface of the 
glass envelope and long-term risk of electrical leakage. It is desirable to pro­
duce a focused X-ray beam (a small ‘focal spot’) and therefore the filament is 
mounted inside a focusing cup, shaping the electric field between the cathode
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Figure 3.13: Simplified configuration of a stationary anode X-ray tube. It 
is im portant to distinguish the filament current I  (order of Amps) from the 
tube current resulting from thermionic emission (order of mA). The focusing cup 
shapes the electric field so th a t electrons are focused into a thin rectangle on 
the target. X-rays are produced isotropically inside the anode, however only the 
X-ray paths which pass through the tube exit window are shown.
and anode to ensure the electron beam is deposited into a small area of the 
target. The focusing cup is constructed from a material with relatively poor 
qualities as a thermionic emitter (e.g. stainless steel) to prevent broadening 
of the resultant focal spot by stray thermionic electrons. Dual focus X-ray 
tubes consist of two different sized filaments for lower power, fine focus and 
full power, broad focus applications.
The beam of electrons produced is accelerated by the large electric field 
gradient into the target, positioned on the front face of the anode. A variety of 
target materials are used. In low power tubes silver or molybdenum may form 
the target. In most higher power applications however, it is tungsten that is
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used given its high atomic number (desirable for producing high intensities 
of X-rays) and high melting point. The thermal conductivity of tungsten 
is another desirable property, allowing for rapid transfer of heat from the 
small target area to the copper anode block. For the smaller 50kV and 80kV 
tubes air cooling is sufficient for stable operation. The higher flux 225kV 
tubes however require dedicated water-cooling, including a chiller unit able 
to maintain the coolant temperature at 15°C.
The actual focus of the electrons on the target is a thin rectangle (al­
though it is referred to as a ‘line focus’), however because the anode is in­
clined at an angle with respect to the X-ray beam, the effective focal spot 
is square. This configuration therefore has a number of advantages not least 
the distribution of heat over a wider area of the target (resulting in a lower 
temperature rise of the target/anode) than the effective focus would suggest. 
In addition, because the effective focus is smaller than the real focus, the 
filament may be relatively long allowing for a larger surface area and higher 
efficiency for thermionic emission.
Stationary anode X-ray tubes have power ratings of up to several kW 
where the tube current is of the order of several tens of mA. The limit­
ing factor to increasing this further is the ability to cool the copper anode 
block (melting point 1083°C). The solution is the rotating anode, allowing 
for greater efficiency of cooling (as the beam is continuously presented with a 
freshly cooled surface) and therefore the use of higher tube currents. Rotat­
ing anode X-ray tubes are able to produce significantly higher intensities of 
X-rays given the ability to operate at several tens of kW with tube currents 
of several hundred mA.
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3.4 D etectors
The development of detectors for applications ranging from Particle Physics 
to X-ray/medical imaging and Nuclear Physics is an ongoing and highly 
active area of research in which spin-offs from one area, (e.g. medipix from 
CERN [39]) are particularly relevant for another (e.g. X-ray imaging).
In terms of detector systems used for X-ray scattering work and angu­
lar dispersive measurements, these are generally based upon systems already 
developed and in use for medical imaging and radiography, where the need 
is for high quality digital intensity images to replace photographic film. En­
ergy dispersive work utilises readily available energy-resolving semiconductor 
based devices, for example high-purity germanium as used in spectroscopic 
studies, and developments in silicon detector technology driven partially by 
developments and spin-offs from large-budget particle physics research such 
as the extensive detector stations at CERN. The expansion in the use of 
silicon detectors over other semiconductor detectors can to a large extent 
be attributed to the rapid growth of the global electronics industry, worth 
$257 Billion in 2004 {European Electronic Component Manufactures Associ­
ation [40]), and the adoption of process techniques originally developed for 
electronics-grade silicon.
3.4.1 Introduction to  germ anium  and other sem icon­
ductors
As with silicon the earlier germanium detectors were lithium-drifted devices, 
where permanent cooling is required to maintain the device at 77K in order to
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prevent the lithium migrating out of the depletion region. The production of 
Ge(Li) detectors has now largely ceased, with manufacturers concentrating 
on High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors which only require cooling 
during operation.
The size of the depletion region formed is dependant on the level of impu­
rities in the germanium and the reverse bias applied. For detectors, complete 
depletion of the semiconductor wafer used improves the charge collection ef­
ficiency and the sensitive volume of the detector. For a bias of lOOOV and 
an impurity concentration of 1 part in 10^^  the depletion region is approx­
imately 10mm thick [41]. It is therefore desirable to use as high a purity 
(i.e. intrinsic) germanium as possible, achieved through repeatedly melting 
localised areas of the germanium to remove the more soluble impurities from 
the material. The resulting semiconductor is either mildly p-type (tt) or 
mildly n-type (%/), depending on the remaining impurities.
In a typical planar configuration a disc of high purity germanium is dif­
fused with an n+ contact on one face usually through the evaporation of 
lithium ions onto the surface. On the opposing face a contact is formed, 
typically through doping with boron atoms. A sufficiently large reverse bias 
is then applied such that a positive potential is connected to the nA contact, 
depleting the detector fully and providing a uniform electric field to minimise 
the charge collection time.
The maximum active volume of a planar configuration detector is limited 
by the thickness of the depletion region (that is of the order of 1cm). By 
using an axial configuration as illustrated in Fig. 3.14 the detector volume 
may be increased for a given depletion depth.
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Figure 3.14: Configuration of (a) planar and (b) coaxial HPGe detectors.
HPGe detectors do not require permanent cooling as for lithium drifted 
germanium (where temperature rises above 77K begin to destroy the detec­
tor effectiveness). However given the small bandgap in germanium (0.7eV), 
liquid nitrogen-cooling is still required during operation to minimise noise 
that is caused by thermally excited electrons reaching the conduction band.
The key characteristic of germanium detectors is their exceptional energy 
resolution (a consequence of the small bandgap), for example a typical, small 
planar detector has an energy resolution of the order 150eV at 5.9keV. For 
large coaxial detectors at measured gamma-ray energies of l.SMeV, energy 
resolution as good as 1.7keV is achievable [41].
High-purity germanium detectors are considered the ‘gold standard’ in 
detectors with respect to their energy resolution and applicability to spec­
troscopic studies. The chief disadvantage however is the requirement for 
bulky liquid nitrogen cooling. Silicon detectors such as the Si (Li) have the 
advantage of being (in principle) operable at room temperature, however
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this is at the expense of ultimate energy resolution. Given that silicon also 
has a lower atomic number than germanium (Z=14, compared to Z=32), it 
also has lower efficiency for photoelectric absorption, and thus a lower effi­
ciency for detecting higher energy X-rays and gamma-rays. The search for 
room-temperature semiconductor detectors capable of spectroscopic studies 
with X-rays and gamma rays has led to the development of compound detec­
tors, the most successful (i.e. commercially available) being based largely on 
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) and derivatives such as Cadmium Zinc Telluride 
(CZT).
These designs exploit the higher atomic number of cadmium (Z=48) and 
tellurium (Z=52) to improve the efficiency for photoelectric absorption, thus 
allowing for smaller detector volumes. The band gap of these materials is 
relatively large compared to silicon or germanium (of the order of 1.5eV) 
thereby reducing noise due to thermally excited electrons. The relaxed con­
straints on operating temperature (around 230K) for low energy X-rays al­
lows for the use of Peltier cooling (with regards to higher energy gamma rays 
room temperature operation is possible), resulting in a more compact, robust 
device.
The drift velocity for holes with compound semiconductors such as CdTe 
is however less than one tenth of that of electrons, [42] [43]. As a result, the 
energy resolution obtainable with these devices is not comparable with that 
obtained with silicon or germanium. Considering 122keV gamma rays, older 
CdTe detectors may achieve a resolution of 3.2keV compared to 400eV [41] 
for germanium. Compound semiconductors also suffer greatly from defects 
in the material from the manufacturing process compared to for example
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high-purity germanium.
CZT devices initially yielded improved resolution over CdTe and do not 
suffer the effects of electrons being trapped in deep acceptor states, a process 
which leads to a decrease in charge collection efficiency and counting rate in 
CdTe. However in more recent years developments of CdTe, particularly in 
terms of the contacts, have yielded improvements in sensitivity and resolu­
tion (through reduced leakage current) such that for l-2mm thick detectors 
(Amptek XR-IOOT range for example), these now out-perform CZT devices 
with resolutions of 290eV at 5.9keV and 850eV at 122keV [44].
3.4.2 D evices used for energy dispersive X R D
For energy dispersive X-ray diffraction work three separate devices have been 
used. Initially the sole detector available was an Amptek XR-IOOT CZT (now 
only available as a CdTe detector) as shown in Fig. 3.15. This device con­
sists of 2mm thick CZT with a thin beryllium window, built in pre-amp and 
Peltier cooling to reduce thermally induced noise. The quoted total intrinsic 
detection efficiency [45] in the range of energies encountered (approximately 
30keV up to lOOkeV) is 99.16% down to 86.46%. Probability of photoelec­
tric interaction is quoted as 99.16% down to 82.68%. In Fig. 3.16 this is 
compared directly to the established XCOM data for photon interactions in 
matter. For this detector the zinc fraction of the CZT is typically 0.1 i.e. 
Cdo.9Zno.1Te. Using this element ratio, and for an energy range of 30keV 
to lOOkeV, XCOM yields a photoelectric cross section from 1.94cm^/g to 
1.36cm^/g and a total attenuation cross section of 1.96cm^/g to 1.56cm^/g 
i.e. a photopeak efficiency of 99.0% at 30keV, down to 87.2% at lOOkeV.
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Figure 3.15: The Amptek XR-100 family of detectors are exceptionally compact 
as visible in the above photograph. There is no requirement for liquid nitrogen 
cooling, and the complete device is more robust and portable than for example 
a HPGe detector with i t ’s bulky cryostat.
The quoted manufacturer’s energy resolution for this detector is not read­
ily available, as the 2mm CZT has been replaced with 1mm CdTe with su­
perior sensitivity (due to superior charge transport properties of CdTe and 
the use of higher bias voltage) and resolution. However experimental work 
indicates the XR-100 CZT devices are capable of a resolution of 780eV at 
59keV (^^^Am) compared to the CdTe resolution of 600eV at 59keV [44].
The second device available for EDXRD work was an Ortec CLP-10180/07P 
planar HPCe detector. This consists of 10mm thick p-type germanium with 
a 0.7mm thick lithium diffused contact and a 125/zm beryllium window. 
The resolution at 5.9keV is quoted as 180eV and 485eV at 122keV [46]. Refer­
ring again to XCOM, the photoelectric cross-section ranges from 13.4 cm^/g 
at 30keV to 0.384 cm^/g at lOOkeV, while the total interaction cross section
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Figure 3.16: Using the established XCOM data, the photoelectric absorption 
cross section is compared with the total attenuation cross section, giving the 
photopeak efficiency at energies ranging from 10 to lOOOkeV. As shown, the 
efficiency for CZT remains close to 100% across the energy range used in the 
EDXRD experiments. Germanium, with i t ’s lower atomic number compared to 
the compound semiconductors such as CZT, has a significantly lower photopeak 
efficiency towards the lOOkeV limit of X-ray energies used in these experiments.
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ranges from 13.8 cm^/g to 0.555 cm^/g, yielding a photopeak efficiency of 
96.8% at 30keV down to 69.2% at lOOkeV.
Following a failure of the pre-amp, and possible loss of vacuum, this 
detector was replaced with a DSG Systems GLP-06 165/05-P planar HPGe 
detector with near identical resolution and sensitivity.
3.4.3 D evices used for angular dispersive X R D
Angular dispersive XRD has only been briefly investigated for use in this 
project. The Hamamatsu photonics C7336-10 device consists of a 4-inch 
image intensifier with caesium iodide screen and 0.5mm aluminium input 
window, coupled to a CCD camera (as shown in Fig. 3.17) with an effective 
area of 70 x 52 millimetres consisting of 650 by 580 pixels.
Figure 3.17: Shown here is the image intensifier (right) used for preliminary 
ADXRD work. Also shown to the left is the 50kV X-ray tube complete with 
copper-coated lead collimator.
Chapter 4 
Experim ental results and 
discussion
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1 the primary aim of the current work is to explore 
the use of transmission geometry X-ray diffraction for materials purposes. 
In terms of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program (NNPP), of particular 
interest is the effect of stress and corrosion (Stress Corrosion Cracking) upon 
the structure of austenitic stainless steel and the ability to accurately image 
such changes (for example, lattice spacing changes). Transmission geometry 
diffraction requires the generation of X-rays of sufficient energy to overcome 
the attenuation effects of any sample under investigation. It has been pre­
viously demonstrated [35] (refer to Appendix A) that an existing 225kV 
tungsten target X-ray tube at HMS Sultan’s Nuclear Department is suit­
able for performing transmission diffraction measurements. In addition to
53
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this apparatus, a 225kV tungsten tube (Comet MXR225/22) is available at 
the University of Surrey Physics department for the purpose of both energy 
dispersive and angular dispersive measurements (see Appendix B) in steel 
samples.
Section 4.2 describes preliminary work carried out with an angular dis­
persive apparatus using an X-ray image intensifier with a 50kV X-ray tube. 
This did not progress beyond imaging low-Z samples due to the time con­
straints and the focus shifting over to the energy dispersive configuration 
once the 225kV tube was fully operational.
In section 4.3 energy dispersive measurements taken on austenite and 
ferrite-phase samples are discussed. Development initially focused on the 
system resolution and optimising the geometry based upon 3mm thick, low- 
alloy ferritic and austenitic stainless steel samples using the 225kV X-ray 
tube. This is also useful for comparison to the ADXRD work carried out. on 
similar samples in Appendix B [36]. Following this phase of work, austenitic 
stainless steel samples subjected to extreme plastic deformation were inves­
tigated. To complement this work a dynamic system was later developed, 
whereby samples could be investigated with EDXRD whilst being subjected 
to elastic strain up towards the yield point of 7 kilonewtons. The final in­
vestigations carried out involved a preliminary map of an austenite sample, 
cut from a pipework specimen, and loaded to generate a residual stress field. 
This sample was then quenched at 77K in an attem pt to form the martensite 
phase (refer to Fig. 4.18 with regards to description of the martensite phase) 
in the steel.
Finally in section 4.4 an experiment conducted at the European Syn­
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chrotron Radiation Facility for the purposes of investigating residual stress 
and crack growth in the same ferritic steel is described. This investigation, 
while focused on verifying a model of fatigue-crack propagation, proves a 
useful comparison between energy dispersive measurements on synchrotron- 
based and table-top systems.
4.2 Angular dispersive X-ray diffraction re­
sults
Parallel to the use of the energy dispersive configuration for transmission 
XRD, use of a quasi-monochromatic source and position sensitive (area) de­
tector had been briefly investigated and is included here for completeness.
The results for sugar are shown in Fig. 4.1. Given the weak nature of 
the resulting intensity images, the image intensifier capture time was set to 
the maximum of 1000ms with the gain increased to 19.1. In addition to the 
diffraction image, an image was captured while no X-rays were being gener­
ated to perform a background subtraction and therefore improve the contrast. 
Despite the lack of beam filtration and the less than ideal parameters used, 
a diffraction pattern is clearly visible. In sugar, although the crystals are 
orientated in a random fashion, there are not a sufficient number to produce 
continuous rings (as seen in section 1.2 with steel) and as a result, a large 
number of individual diffraction spots are produced.
Attempts have also been made to produce images for PVG/Si02 and 
aluminium; the latter is of particular interest as a relatively simple series of 
diffraction rings are produced, allowing for radial integration of the intensity
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F ig u re  4 .1: (a) Diffraction image produced from the scattering of X-rays from 
sugar, (b) The contrast of the image was improved through subtraction of the 
background, leading to  clearly defined diffraction spots. The outline of the beam 
stop is visible in the centre of the image.
image to produce a plot of intensity vs. scattering angle. However given the 
relatively low intensity of X-rays used, no definable diffraction patterns could 
be derived for either material.
Given time constraints, once the new 225kV X-ray tube was installed the 
focus switched back to the EDXRD technique and no further measurements 
were carried out using the image intensifier. However, a separate investiga­
tion referred to in Appendix B, demonstrates the capability of an ADXRD 
system using a 225kV X-ray tube for the imaging of ferrite and austenite- 
phase steel, in particular the changes produced as ferritic steel is heated 
towards the phase transformation temperature (approximately 800°C) and 
annealed to the austenite phase. Whilst the system resolution will not match 
that of the energy dispersive configuration using HPGe detectors and CZT, 
it does allow for a robust apparatus, that would be more suited to extreme
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environmental conditions.
4.3 Energy dispersive X-ray diffraction results
Prior to obtaining a 225kV X-ray tube at Surrey, transmission diffraction 
measurements on steel samples were not possible given the limited flux and 
energy provided by the 50kV and 80kV X-ray tubes. Experiments carried 
out from late 2004 until December 2005 were limited to low-Z samples that, 
while not directly applicable to transmission diffraction in steel, proved useful 
in setting up the geometry of the system and testing the system resolution.
4.3.1 Energy dispersive X R D  on low density m aterials
Initial measurements focused on the scattering from thin samples of sugar or 
a polyviologen-silica hybrid (PVG/SiOg) nanopowder, where the geometry 
is such that differential attenuation effects are minimised. All measurements 
taken have been at a scattering angle of 5°, with constant X-ray tube running 
conditions and an acquisition time of 1800 seconds for each measurement. A 
selection of the spectra obtained are shown in Fig. 4.2. Calibration was 
carried out using a standard variable X-ray source (^^^Am source with vari­
ous targets for the production of characteristic X-rays from 8keV copper Ka 
X-rays up to 44keV terbium Ka X-rays). Due to the complexity of sugar 
(i.e. multiple lattice spacings) the resulting spectra consist of multiple char­
acteristic peaks. Referring to plots (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 4.2 it may at 
first appear as though the characteristic peaks are shifting energy. However, 
closer inspection reveals that they are infact constant throughout, but it is
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F ig u re  4 .2: The most commonly imaged substance thus far is sugar as shown 
in (a), (b) and (c). The intensity of the characteristic peaks varies significantly 
between measurements. Shown in (d) is the spectrum for PV G /Si02.
the relative intensities of the peaks that change significantly. This is due to 
the nature of the sample; a simple loose-packed volume of granulated sugar, 
where the intensity changes are the manifestation of sugar crystals changing 
orientation within the sample due to small movements (vibration for exam­
ple). PVG/S102 has a single definable peak, unfortunately the sample used 
is known to have a small iron contamination and, combined with the resolu­
tion achievable, measurements of the lattice spacings in the sample were not 
obtainable.
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F ig u ré  4 .3: Other substances investigated include (a) graphite, with a single 
characteristic peak corresponding to  the 3.35Â (^0 02) lattice spacing and, (b) 
water with a broad featureless spectrum.
Also included in Fig. 4.3 are the spectra for graphite and water. As 
expected the spectrum generated from water is broad and featureless as a 
result of interference of scattered X-rays front neighbouring water molecules. 
W ith graphite a single prominent peak is visible at approximately 40keV. 
Using a calibration in terms of the momentum transfer parameter rr; this peak 
corresponds to a; =  0.15Â“  ^ and as discussed in section 3.2 the associated 
lattice spacing is obtained from x = ^  yielding the result 3.33±0.04Â. When 
considering the limited resolution of the system this compares well with the 
accepted powder diffraction value of 3.35Â for the doo2 plane [29].
Further to the initial measurements on sugar, a custom built sample- 
holder, visible in Fig. 4.4 and capable of withstanding temperatures up to 
approximately 300°C, has been used in an attem pt to detect the increase 
in lattice spacings with increased temperature. The sample holder itself was 
mounted in the centre of the diffraction apparatus on top of an electrical heat-
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F ig u re  4.4: Photograph of the sample holder used for heating sugar up to 160°C 
mounted on top of the electrically heated stage.
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F ig u re  4 .5 : Intensity vs. energy plot for the region 27keV to 30keV for sugar 
at tem peratures of 20°C through to 160°C.
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ing stage coupled to a Eurotherm 2416 controller/set-point programmer. The 
most prominent changes were visible in the region 27keV to 30keV, shown 
in Fig. 4.5 for temperatures increasing from 20°C through to 160°C. The 
changes are subtle at lower temperatures, with more significant differences 
occurring between the temperatures of 132°C and 160°C (approaching the 
melting point of 186°C). It should be noted however that with the demon­
strated resolution, the system is not capable of accurately measuring the 
associated lattice spacings.
4.3.2 Energy dispersive X R D  on steel
The low-alloy ferritic steel, and austenitic stainless steel (304L) used in these 
investigations have been cut into a variety of sample shapes as shown in 
Fig. 4.6. The long ‘billet’ austenite-phase samples are a standard, 3mm thick 
design used with the Monsanto tensometer (see section 3.2.1). The circular 
and oval shaped stainless samples are cut from specimens of pipework and 
have been polished on one side. These samples have then been loaded com- 
pressively, deforming them in various degrees from a purely circular shape, 
to oval shape, producing the desired residual stress field. The ferrite-phase 
samples are cut from a larger block of steel and slowly machined down (min­
imising induced stresses) to varying thicknesses of 1mm through to 6mm.
Initial measurements focused on 1mm and 3mm thick samples of austenite 
and ferrite-phase steel and the collection of energy-space spectra over the full 
range of scattering angles available with the apparatus. The spectra collected 
from angles 3° to 12° over a period of half an hour (1800 seconds precisely) 
for 3mm thick samples are shown in Fig. 4.7 to Fig. 4.10, with the X-ray
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F igure 4.6: A selection of the steel samples used for EDXRD. The six roughly 
square samples on the right are low-alloy ferritic steel of thickness 1mm through 
6mm. The long samples are the 304L austenitic stainless steel ‘billets’, designed 
specifically for use with the Monsanto tensometer, where a collar extends over 
either end locking the sample in place. The final samples are those cut from 
stainless steel pipework (again 304L), and subjected to a compressive load to 
introduce a residual stress.
tube operated at lOOkV and 10mA throughout. Measurements of 1mm and 
3mm steel reveal that while differential attenuation of the scattered beam 
occurs, it is still possible to adequately resolve the diffraction peaks in order 
to obtain lattice spacings. Over the full range of angles a scattering angle of 
9° appears to be optimum, particularly for resolving the structure of ferrite- 
phase steel. For example, with a 3mm steel sample and at a scattering angle 
of 9°, all calculated lattice spacings agree with the X-ray powder diffraction
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Figure 4.7: Spectra obtained for 3mm ferrite-phase steel at scattering angles 
of; (a) 3°, (b) 4^ (c) 5°, (d) 6° and (e) 7°.
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F ig u re  4 .8: Spectra obtained for 3mm ferrite-phase steel a t scattering angles 
of; (a) g'', (b) 9 ^  (c) 10^ (d) 11° and (e) 12°.
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F ig u re  4 .9: Spectra obtained for 3mm austenite-phase steel a t scattering angles 
of; (a) 3°, (b) 4 ^  (c) 5", (d) 6^ " and (e) 7^
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F ig u re  4 .10: Spectra obtained for austenite-phase steel a t scattering angles of; 
(a) 8°, (b) 9 ^  (c) 10°, (d) 11° and (e) 12°.
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F ig u re  4 .11: Differential attenuation becomes increasingly noticeable as the 
sample thickness increases from 1mm to 3mm, with low energy photons from 
the 42keV and 49keV peaks a t 8° (corresponding to the d m  and dgoo lattice 
spacings) being preferentially attenuated. The increase in the number of counts 
of the SOkeV peak can be associated w ith an increase in the scattering volume 
(i.e. thicker sample).
results to within 0.4% [29].
As discussed, differential attenuation manifests itself as a significant effect 
once the sample thickness increases from 1mm to 3mm. Although this does 
not affect the actual peak positions (i.e. lattice spacing measurements) it has 
a significant effect on the relative peak intensities, increasing the difficulty of 
distinguishing the lower energy peaks from the background. The difference 
between spectra collected at 8° for 1mm and 3mm austenite-phase steel is 
shown in Fig. 4.11. While not significant in terms of measuring changes 
to samples of uniform thickness (with measurement of lattice spacings the 
requirement is simply for sufficient statistics to distinguish the peaks), in 
future measurements normalisation of the scattered beam to the measured
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F ig u re  4 .12: Photograph of one of the Monsanto tensometers at HMS Sultan’s 
Nuclear Department. This particular apparatus was used to produce extreme 
plastic deformation in 3mm thick austenitic stainless steel samples An identical 
apparatus was later incorporated into the EDXRD rig at Surrey. Visible in the 
lower left of the image are a pair of specifically designed steel samples used with 
this apparatus.
transmitted (0°) beam may be incorporated, should comparisons between 
different sample thicknesses be required.
A Monsanto tensometer, as shown in Fig. 4.12 (identical to the one later 
utilised, and damaged whilst performing dynamic stress measurements) was 
used to plastically deform austenitic stainless steel samples. The system, 
like its twin, is capable of applying a 20kN load, taking samples several 
millimetres thick up to the point of failure. In order to test the viability of the 
energy dispersive configuration to measure stress, a series of test austenitic 
stainless steel samples were provided by HMS Sultan. Unfortunately no 
details of the load applied in stressing these samples were provided, and so 
correlation could only be made between the lattice spacings and the measured
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Figure 4.13: EDXRD spectra from samples of austenitic stainless steel of 
lengths (a) 19.7cm, (b) 20.1cm, (c) 20.7cm, (d) 21.4cm and (e) 26.5cm. In all 
deformed cases the initial sample length was 19.7cm. Of particular interest is the 
26.5cm sample (refer to Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.17).
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F igure 4.14: The lattice spacings for austenite samples of length from 19.7cm 
to 26.5cm. There are no visible changes in lattice spacings, which corresponds to 
the crystal planes slipping past each other as the sample is plastically deformed. 
The key feature to note here however, is the missing lattice spacings for the 
26.5cm sample (indicated).
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Figure 4.15: The longest of the samples has been sufficiently stressed to produce 
a ‘necking point’ where failure would occur should further loading be applied. Po­
sition 1 corresponds to this point while position 26 corresponds to the unstressed 
end of the sample. No significant changes to lattice spacing positions are visible, 
the result of slip deformation of the crystal structure. Again however, the striking 
feature here, is the lack of the ^220 spacing around the necking point.
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Slip direction
Macroscopic sheer due 
to many dislocations
F ig u re  4 .16: Slip is a plastic deformation of the material th a t involves displace­
ment of one part of the crystal along with respect to  an adjacent part. This 
occurs along a  plane with small miller indices, i.e. the {111} plane in FCC struc­
tures. The resulting, deformation does not alter the crystal structure or the lattice 
spacing d indicated.
length of the samples. Samples of length 19.7cm, 20.01cm, 20.7cm, 21.4cm 
and 26.5cm have been investigated using the system shown in Fig. 3.6, the 
results for which are shown in Fig. 4.13. Of particular interest is the 26.5cm 
sample, given that this has been taken almost to the point of failure. Starting 
from a central point (where the onset of sample failure is evident), a series 
of measurements have been carried out along the length of the sample at 
intervals of 5mm.
No discernable changes in lattice spacings have been observed across the 
full range of samples, as summarised in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15. This corre­
lates to slip deformation of the sample i.e. movement of the parallel crystal
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planes of the sample as it is stressed, without alteration to the crystal orienta­
tion or changes in the lattice spacings (refer to Fig. 4.16). W hat is noticeable 
however, is the change in relative intensities of the peaks as the sample length 
increases. Particularly noticeable is the change in the peaks corresponding 
to the d,22o (62keV) and ^222 (77keV) lattice spacings; the former decreasing 
in intensity while the latter increases in intensity with the increasing stress.
The most noticeable of these changes are visible in the appearance of the 
spectra for the 26.5cm sample compared to all other samples, namely the loss 
of peaks corresponding to the ^313 and ^220 lattice spacings of austenite as 
shown in Fig. 4.17. This sample is the most acutely stressed, taken almost 
to the point of failure, where the loss of the associated austenite peaks is 
possibly the result of a stress induced phase transformation from the face- 
centred cubic to body-centred tetragonal structure (refer to Fig. 4.18), i.e. 
austenite to the martensite phase, which can occur at room temperature in 
this particular austenitic stainless steel (type 304L) with an applied strain 
[47] [48] (refer also to section 4.3.3 with regards to further work on martensite 
transformations). The visible increase in the intensities of the d m  and ^200 
spacings may be partially attributable to reduced differential attenuation 
(the sample has thinned in this location), but are likely (particularly for the 
higher energy ^200 peak) indicative of the structural changes occurring in this 
location.
In order to ensure the observed changes seen here are not simply the result 
of texturing effects (and a preferred orientation of the crystalline structure) 
the sample has been rotated through a total of 360°, with EDXRD measure­
ments taken at intermediate angles. In addition to this the samples have
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F ig u re  4 .17: Spectra obtained for a 26.5cm long sample of austenite-phase steel. 
The spectrum to the right corresponds to the unstressed end of the sample, while 
the spectrum to the left corresponds to the ‘necking point’ where the sample is 
about to fail. The sudden loss of the austenite dsn  and 0^220 lattice spacings is 
possibly the result of a phase change induced by the stressing.
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F ig u re  4 .18: Austenite-phase steel is formed of a face-centred cubic (FCC) 
structure. Should two FCC crystals be positioned side by side another structure; 
body-centred tetragonal (BCT) becomes visible. A uniform expansion along the 
X and y directions, combined with a compression along z would convert this into a 
BCC structure. Carbon interstituals however, prevent this becoming pure BCC. 
The resultant m artensite is therefore a BCT structure, dependant on the to tal 
carbon content of the steel.
been cut and imaged using HMS Sultan’s SEM in order observe the grain 
structure as shown in Fig. 4.19.
The measurements described above utilised a delicate thin-windowed HPGe 
detector that requires constant liquid nitrogen cooling to 77K. While such 
a device is perfectly acceptable in a laboratory environment, it would not 
be practicable in any form of field deployable application. The Amptek XR- 
lOOT CZT detector introduced in section 3.4.2 however, is a more robust.
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(b)
F ig u re  4 .19: SEM images showing the grain structure a t the (a) outer, and 
(b) inner edges of a plastically deformed 304L sample (courtesy of S. E. Jarm en, 
HMS Sultan) [49]. While there are some near-surface artefacts caused by stress 
in (b), there are no significant changes to the grain structure. X-ray diffrac­
tion measurements with the sample a t different angles with respect to the beam 
yielded no changes associated with preferred orientation.
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F ig u re  4 .20: Comparison of the data  obtained for an austenite-phase sample 
th a t has undergone extreme plastic deformation; with the Ortec HPGe detector 
(a) and (b), and the compact Amptek XR-IOOT device (c) and (d). As clearly 
indicated, despite the lower energy resolution, the CZT device is more than  
capable of imaging the structural changes observed in the sample.
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electrically cooled device. This detector has been used in parallel with the 
Ortec HPGe for investigating the EDXRD spectra obtained from the plas­
tically deformed austenite-phase samples [50]. As can be seen in Fig. 4.20 
despite the reduced energy resolution of the CZT, the system is more than 
capable of imaging the changes introduced as the austenite sample is taken 
up to the point of failure.
For possible future investigations using this apparatus (including stress 
corrosion cracking in samples of interest to NNPP) refer to section 5.3.
4.3.3 M artensite phase transform ation
The comparison between samples of ferrite-phase (body-centred cubic) and 
austenite-phase (face-centred cubic) steel demonstrates the significant differ­
ences between the spectra of the different phases. Previous work published in 
Nucl Instr. and Meth B  and involving angular dispersive XRD [36] demon­
strated the feasibility of measuring the phase transformation from the ferrite 
to austenite phase of steel that would occur through the annealing process 
in a online steel mill. While the ferrite to austenite transformation produces 
a steel with the desired properties for an extensive array of applications in­
cluding the Nuclear industry, there is another phase transformation that is 
desired, namely that of austenite to martensite.
While austenite-phase steel has high strength and ductility, its mechanical 
properties may be enhanced through inducing a partial change to the marten­
site phase, greatly improving the toughness of the steel. As discussed previ­
ously the martensite phase may be induced through plastic strain and defor­
mation of austenite steels (such as 304L), that often behave as metastable
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alloys, allowing for the formation of the second phase. Martensite forma­
tion may also be spontaneously induced through rapid cooling; quenching 
of austenite-phase steels has been a widely used process for centuries, for 
example, in the manufacture of swords, where the martensite transformation 
is desired for the production of a hard and therefore, exceptionally sharp 
blade [51]. Martensite formation requires a nucléation site, and in the case 
of plastic strain the nucléation sites are along the slip bands produced as 
the sample is deformed. Residual stresses in an austenite sample provide the 
nucléation sites for spontaneous production of martensite through cooling, 
with martensite plates formed inside (and confined by) the austenite grain 
boundaries [52]. This process induces a compressive stress on the austenite 
grains leading to an overall reduction in residual stress of the material and 
therefore reduced susceptibility, for example, to stress corrosion cracking.
The latter process of martensite formation has been investigated using 
energy dispersive XRD. A series of 3mm samples of austenitic stainless steel 
have been provided by the Nuclear Department at HMS Sultan. These sam­
ples are formed in near-circular or elliptical shaped rings (depending on the 
level of compressive loading applied) with axis of dimensions a = 4.0cm and 
h = 2 .6cm for the extremely plastically deformed elliptical sample, such that 
residual stresses will be present. This has been modelled using the Abaqus 
Finite Element (FE) model analysis software (SIMULIA, Dassault Systèmes, 
USA) [53] as indicated in Fig. 4.21, the areas of plastic strain should act as 
nucléation sites for martensite production given sufficient cryogenic cooling. 
In terms of the X-ray scattering profiles generated, a decrease in the inten­
sity of the characteristic FCC-structured austenite peaks would be expected
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F ig u re  4.21: Abaqus finite element modelling of the residual stresses and plastic 
strains in a 3mm thick (axis of length 4cm and 2.6cm) austenitic stainless steel 
sample [54]. A similar, lesser deformed sample has been cryogenically cooled to 
induce the martensite phase transformation, with transmission XRD measure­
ments used to map the concentrations of martensite in the bulk of the sample.
in addition to increasing intensity of the peaks corresponding to the lattice 
spacings of the BCT-structured martensite.
Further finite element modelling at HMS Sultan suggested that a lesser 
deformed, near-circular sample would have a larger residual stress field than 
the extremely deformed, oval shaped sample. This particular sample has 
been mapped with EDXRD both before and after quenching in liquid nitro­
gen, using the symmetry of the sample to reduce the number of data points 
required. Total acquisition time was set at 10 minutes per measurement 
point, utilising the full flux of the 225kV tube at lOOkV and a 30mA beam 
current. Beam geometry consisted of the same 1mm by 10mm ribbon beam
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that has been previously used for EDXRD work. As indicated in Fig. 4.22, 
each map consists of a pair of line scans across one quadrant of the sample, 
encompassing the areas of high/low plastic strain indicated in the finite el­
ement model. On each line scan, measurements are taken at 1mm intervals 
horizontally, whilst the line scans themselves are separated by 10mm ver­
tically for a total of 26 measurement points per map. The position of the 
measurement points is correlated based upon the reported stepper motor po­
sitions, so that the same points may be investigated both prior to, and after 
quenching. The starting position of -1-20,000/4-1000 is indicated, and chosen 
so that the beam does not interact with the clamps used to hold the sample 
in place. Whilst the stepper-motor system is designed to provide consistent 
movements and therefore, reproducible measurement points, this is further 
verified by the physical edge of the sample i.e. continuation of the line scans 
until the diffraction peaks disappear completely, giving a physical ‘end-point’ 
that the relative motor positions can be related to.
In Fig. 4.23 several of the same data points, post quenching are displayed. 
W hat is immediately striking is the large differences in relative intensities of 
the dill, ^200 and ^220 peaks at motor position 17,600/-9000 corresponding 
to the inside edge of the sample. Of particular note is the sudden, sharp 
increase in the ^200 peak (40keV), combined with the sudden suppression 
of the ^220 peak (at 62keV) which matches the changes seen in the extreme 
plastic deformation samples used in section 4.3.2, where martensite formation 
is thought to occur. In this case the 17,600/-9000 point after quenching 
shows the same structural changes as the highly deformed ‘necking’ point 
in the 26.5cm austenite-phase sample. The changes are not limited to this
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F ig u re  4.22: Mapping of the austenite-phase steel ring prior to quenching. The 
spectra shown represent areas of minimal plastic strain (a), through to areas of 
increasing plastic strain (b,c).
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F ig u re  4 .23: Follow up map after quenching. Compared to the spectra in 
Fig. 4.22, the region corresponding to minimal plastic strain is unchanged. How­
ever, spectra corresponding to the areas of increasing plastic strain dem onstrate 
noticeable changes in the intensities of the d m  and more significantly, ^200  
(40keV) and d.220 (62keV) peaks.
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F ig u re  4 .24: Comparisons of key lattice spacing intensities pre and post-
quenching. (a) The spectra obtained a t the 17,600/-9000, 18,400/-9000 and 
15,200/1000 points after cooling in nitrogen, are superimposed with those spectra 
obtained prior to  quenching, (b) The ratio of the ^200 and c?220 spacings before 
and after quenching highlights the striking difference around the 17,600/-9000 
point, corresponding to  an area of high plastic strain.
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single data point; comparing the 18,400/-9000 and 19,200/-9000 data points 
before and after quenching shows a subtle fall-off in the differences in relative 
intensities of the peaks related to the d-spacings in question, pre and post 
quenching, which would follow the expected fall-off in residual stress field 
away from the inner edge.
This effect is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 4.24, where the difference 
in the ratio of the intensities of the ^200 and ^220 spacings before, and after 
quenching, is plotted against position for the -9000 line scan.
Given that martensite forms along the areas of plastic strain, and tha t the 
fall-off matches the predictions, this validates the finite element code used 
to generate the map of Fig. 4.21, which may be used to predict stresses and 
plastic strains in further specimens of interest to the NNPP.
4.3.4 D ynam ic stress m easurem ents using E D X R D
Following on from the static measurements using plastically deformed sam­
ples the Monsanto tensometer was incorporated into the X-ray diffraction 
apparatus as described previously in section 3.2.1. The samples are designed 
such that tensile loading is uniform across the full length of the sample; in 
terms of X-ray diffraction concerns it is sufficient to simply ensure the scat­
tered and incident beams are aligned so that the scattering voxel is centred 
in the bulk of the sample. The HPGe detector was once again placed at a 
fixed scattering angle of 9° and its energy scale pre-calibrated using a vari­
able X-ray source. Once again, the X-ray tube was limited to lOOkV/lOmA 
throughout the experiment.
The first sample was taken from OkN up to a 7.5kN load, i.e. a yield
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F ig u re  4 .25: The results of EDXRD on steel undergoing tensile loading. The 
dsn  spacing is the key lattice spacing of interest given tha t it should dem onstrate 
the most linear response to strain. As is clearly visible here, the increase in d- 
spacing due to the increasing applied load is shown by the shift in the energy of 
the dsn  peak.
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stress of OMPa through to 330MPa, the latter being the approximate point 
where plastic deformation occurs. In Fig. 4.25 the EDXRD spectra obtained 
at yield stresses of OMPa, 143MPa and 286MPa are displayed. For this 
particular alloy, the dsn lattice spacing exhibits the most linear response to 
strain [55]. From the powder diffraction data [29] this corresponds to a d- 
spacing of 1.07549Â, and at a scattering angle of 9° this particular spacing 
corresponds to an energy of 70keV. Overlaying the spectra in the energy 
range 67keV to 73keV suitably demonstrates the subtle shift in d^n peak 
position to lower energies. Whilst the asymmetry and width of the d^n peak 
in these spectra precludes accurate measurement of the actual lattice spacing 
(compared to for example, powder diffraction data), it is important to note 
the relative shift is clear and approximately linear with loading as expected, 
with an approximate 0.5keV shift between measurements that corresponds 
to a 0.008Â increase in the d^u d-spacing, i.e. little more than 0.75%.
Initially several more measurements were planned, unfortunately how­
ever, these were cancelled due to severe damage to the tensometer caused by 
malfunction. However, while in this particular work no further measurements 
were undertaken, it is important to note a possible avenue for improvement 
that was looked into prior to the equipment failure (and could be incorpo­
rated into any future work).
The raw transmission XRD data for the austenite-phase steel on this ap­
paratus was reviewed for the full range of scattering angles available. For 
the 225kV tube operating at lOOkV, the bremsstrahlung output yields scat­
tered photons from approximately 20keV to the end point at lOOkeV. While 
a scattering angle of 9° had, in general, proved optimal across the full range
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F ig u re  4 .26: Comparison of the elastic scattering spectra obtained from 304L 
steel a t angles of (a) 9° and (b) 11°, reveal the improvement in resolution of the 
dsn  peak a t the higher angle.
of lattice spacings (corresponding to a momentum transfer x  =  0.13Â“  ^ to 
X = 0.63Â“ ^), only the d^u is of interest for dynamic measurements. As 
demonstrated in Fig. 4.26 increasing the scattering angle from 9° to 11° 
(shifting the corresponding momentum transfer range from x = 0.15Â“  ^ to 
X  = 0.77Â“ )^ yields a significant improvement in the intensity and resolution 
of the dzii peak for this sample.
4.4 High energy diffraction
The X-ray diffraction work described thus far is ultimately limited by the 
available flux of a bench-top system built around an industrial X-ray tube. 
In December 2006 a transmission X-ray diffraction experiment, designed by 
A. Price and M. Wenman.[56] (HMS Sultan), to which the author collabo­
rated with, was carried out at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF) in Grenoble. This experiment involves the same principles as a
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bench-top system and proves a useful comparison of the capabilities of the 
system developed at Surrey and HMS Sultan to that of a cutting edge beam- 
line at a large synchrotron.
The experiment was designed to investigate the effects of fatigue crack 
growth on the residual stress field in samples of the same low-alloy ferritic 
steel as described in the previous sections. The aim here was to validate 
the Abaqus finite element code used to model these stresses and ultimately 
to further understand how fatigue crack growth in the residual stress field 
induced during manufacture of the steel, affect the operating lifetime of the 
component. The ID 15 beamline at the ESRF is designed specifically for high 
energy diffraction, with a polychromatic beam of up to SOOkeV collimated to 
150/im by 150//m. This in itself does not represent the limit of the systems 
capabilities, indeed, transmission-geometry diffraction in up to 8cm of steel 
has been achieved with this beamline.
In order to generate the residual stress field, the samples (visible in 
Fig. 4.27) used were 25mm thick, compact tension (CT) specimens with a 
notch cut into one side. Upon application of a 90kN compressive load either 
side of the notch, a residual stress field is generated. In the second specimen 
a 3mm long fatigue crack was grown from the tip of the notch into the bulk 
of the material.
In the beamline itself, the experiment shares the same principles as the 
simple table-top system, HPGe detectors located at scattering angles of 5° 
(horizontal and vertically) collect energy spectra which can then be corre­
lated to lattice spacing. The scattering angle and high energy is such that 
unlike the bench-top system where the first measurable lattice spacing peak
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F ig u re  4.27: Photographs of the CT specimens and residual stress map ob­
tained at the ID15A beamline at the ESRF. The outline of the X-ray diffraction 
map taken is visible on the X-ray sensitive paper th a t was affixed prior to  ir­
radiation, while the position of the notch is clear from the illumination. Both 
specimens have been subjected to the same compressive load introducing the 
residual stress distribution shown in the top map (in terms of the changes to the 
cubic lattice parameter). The second sample has a 3mm fatigue crack, producing 
the relaxation of the residual stress field behind the crack tip as shown in the 
bottom  map [56].
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F ig u re  4 .28: Abaqus finite element modelling of the residual stress field around 
the notch of the CT specimen compared to the data  obtained at the ESRF, 
demonstrating the ability of the model to correctly predict the residual stress 
field. Courtesy of A. Price, HMS Sultan [57].
occurs at approximately 20keV, here the lowest energy lattice spacing peak is 
found above the lead fluorescence peak at 75keV. The chief advantage, aside 
from the penetration depth, is the lack of perceptible differential attenuation 
effects in samples of this thickness.
Mapping of the residual stress field was carried out by measuring the rel­
ative change in the cubic lattice parameter across a 15mm by 15mm map. 
The flux on the beamline is such that, even with 25mm of steel to pen­
etrate, diffraction measurements with powder diffraction quality resolution 
are achieved in 60 seconds. The initial maps are also shown in Fig. 4.27, 
clearly demonstrating how the fatigue crack releases the stress field as it 
grows through the material. As shown in Fig. 4.28, it is clear that the data 
obtained verifies the finite element model used, and future ESRF experiments 
may be used to further develop the model with regards to crack growth in 
the same ring-specimens used on the bench-top system in section 4.3.3.
Chapter 5
Outlook and future work
5.1 Introduction
Transmission-geometry X-ray diffraction as described here has proved to be 
remarkably successful. However, the full potential of this technique has yet to 
be realised. As described in Chapter 3, the data presented in this investiga­
tion has been obtained by, what is in essence, a very simple fixed apparatus. 
Scattering angles are defined by the fixed grooves of the collimator block and 
the beam geometry is such that, a rather coarse scattering voxel is created 
for sampling a material under investigation.
Given what has been achieved so far with the basic apparatus, the poten­
tial could be further un-locked through development of a new experimental 
apparatus, and possible use of alternative detector systems. Section 5.2 de­
tails improvements in the design that can be realised through the use of 
readily available commercial equipment.
In terms of future measurements an improved apparatus would allow
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further measurement of (for instance) the martensite phase transformation 
and expansion into areas currently not possible with the basic setup. These 
are detailed in section 5.3.
As detailed previously in section 4.4, a bench-top system such as this will 
always be fundamentally limited by the available X-ray flux, and as such, will 
not compete directly with the capabilities of a high energy diffraction beam- 
line at a synchrotron such as the ESRF. However, such a system can prove 
complementary, providing for example, a coarse map (such as that produced 
for martensite) of a sample, indicating areas of interest that may be probed 
more finely with the higher precision attainable at a synchrotron. Further­
more it is important to recognise, there are a great deal of industrial appli­
cations where synchrotron sources are simply not viable given that in-situ 
measurements are required, sometimes in challenging environmental condi­
tions not suitable for delicate detector systems. It is in these applications 
(such as that described in Appendix B) where the bench-top configurations 
are particularly suitable.
5.2 Future equipment developm ent
Throughout the EDXRD measurements, a 1mm by 10mm beam geometry 
has been used, providing a reasonable angular resolution whilst maintaining 
a useful incident flux. For the HPGe detector, investigating 3mm thick steel 
samples this yielded an elastic scatter flux of the order several hundred counts 
per second with the 225kV tube operating at lOOkV and a beam current of 
10mA. For typical measurements (for example on the 3mm thick austenite-
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phase samples), sufficient statistics are acquired in around 30 minutes. One 
of the key problems encountered in later work (and one precluding the mea­
surement of residual stress in samples) is the size of the sampling volume. 
Using the low-alloy ferritic steel as an example, the typical grain size is of the 
order 10//m. With the scattering voxel defined, this results in approximately 
30 million grains being sampled, any subtle effects such as residual stress 
would be lost in such a large distribution (for reference, a typical measure­
ment at the ID 15A beamline at the ESRF on the 25mm thick samples using 
a 0.15 by 0.15mm incident beam, samples 150,000 grains).
One of the key aims of an updated apparatus would therefore be further 
collimation of the incident and scattered beams to reduce the voxel size. In 
Fig. 5.1 this would be achieved using a pair of HUBER tungsten bladed cross­
slit screens for the incident beam, and a separate slit configuration (again 
HUBER cross-slit screens) to shape the scattered beam. Tightening the col­
limation in this way should also reduce the angular blurring (the range of 
possible scatter angles accepted by the detector), thus improving the resul­
tant peak resolution. Further to improving collimation, a second area to look 
at is the peak energy of the incident beam. Photons of up to lOOkeV have 
been used in this investigation, at a fixed scattering angle of 9°, proving to 
be acceptable for 3mm thick steel samples. However effects such as residual 
stress are difficult to re-produce in such thin samples (25mm thick samples 
were for example, used in the ESRF experiments). In order to broaden the 
capabilities of the system, higher X-ray energies, and thus smaller scattering 
angles must be used. Referring to the XCOM data, the mass attenuation co­
efficient 111p at lOOkeV is 3.317xl0“ ^cm^/g, yielding for 3mm steel the ratio
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F ig u re  5.1: U pdated EDXRD apparatus, including improved collimation (up to 
200keV X-rays) and sample positioning in all three axis with rotation provided 
by a one-circle goniometer and linear stages.
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of transmitted to incident beam intensity, //Jo , of 0.416. Increase the thick­
ness to 10mm however, and / / /q  drops to 0.054. Given the weakness of the 
coherent scatter intensity compared to the transmitted intensity, this would, 
to all intents and purposes, render it impossible to utilise transmission XRD 
at this thickness. However, if the photon energy is increased to 200keV (for 
example utilising the 225kV X-ray tube at HMS Sultan’s facility) the mass 
attenuation coefficient is 1.46xl0“ ^cm^/g, yielding for 3mm steel an J/Jq of 
0.708, and for 10mm I / I q of 0.317, plausible for transmission XRD on a 
bench-top system. Such a configuration would require that the blades on 
the slit screens be made of 10mm thick tungsten in order to ensure sufficient 
collimation of the higher energy beam.
In parallel to improved collimation/the use of high beam energies, im­
proved sample positioning would prove useful for, for example, profiling with 
depth (refer to section 5.3). Again this could be quite easily achieved with 
standard x-y stages, which combined with a z-axis stage and one-circle go­
niometer would provide the full range of sample movements with respect to 
the incident beam.
Perhaps a more exciting prospect however, would be the use of a hy­
brid pixel detector such as Medipix [39], to collect multiple energy dispersive 
spectra, and thus, simultaneous profiling at different depths in the sample. 
Medipix is a spin-off from CERN, consisting of a CMOS (Complementary 
Metal Oxide Semiconductor) readout chip with 256 by 256 55/im pixels, 
where each individual readout pixel is connected to an individual pixel on 
the sensor (i.e. detector) chip using an indium ‘bump bond’ [58]. The sepa­
ration of readout chip and sensor chip allows for the utilisation of continuing
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developments in commercial silicon CMOS technologies while using materi­
als more efficient at detecting higher energy X-rays, for example CdTe, for 
medical imaging purposes [59]. Furthermore the Medipix2 detector has been 
demonstrated running off a standard USB port from a laptop and is able to 
be connected to other medipix chips on three sides to form a detector array
[60].
Another very recent development is that of the PILATUS 6M detec­
tor (DECTRIS Ltd, Switzerland) [61], first demonstrated on a synchrotron 
beamline (X06SA at the SLS) in November 2006, and in use from June 2007. 
This system is again a hybrid pixel device, consisting of silicon sensor chip 
bump-bonded to separate readout chip. The 6M detector consists of 5 by 12 
modules with 2463 x 2527 pixels and a total active area of 424 x 435mm^ 
[62].
5.3 Further investigation
Development of the experimental apparatus to higher levels of precision opens 
up further avenues of measurement not possible with the current system. In 
the simplest case of precision sample positioning, the martensite mapping 
described in section 4.3.3 could be enhanced to include profiling at different 
depths as well as the x-y positions of the map (refer to Fig. 5.2). Civen that 
martensite platelets do not form uniformly throughout the bulk of the austen­
ite grains, this could provide information on the depth to which the trans­
formation is occurring under different regimes of residual stress/ quenching 
in liquid nitrogen.
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th e  in c id en t b ea m  w ill a llo w  m ore p recise  m a p p in g  o f  th e  sa m p le , a n d  th u s th e  
areas w h ere  m a rten s ite  is form in g . A t th e  sa m e  tim e  h ow ever, a  d e p th  p rofile  
co u ld  b e  ach iev ed  th ro u g h  e ith er  m o v in g  th e  sa m p le  a n d  ta k in g  in d iv id u a l m ea ­
su rem en ts, or th ro u g h  sim u lta n eo u s E D X R D  m ea su rem en ts a t d ifferent d e p th s  
u sin g  a  h yb rid  p ix e l d e tec to r  a s in d ica ted .
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A further area opened up by improved beam collimation and the greater 
penetration offered by higher energies is that of mapping residual stress which 
is currently limited to high energy beamlines such as ID15A at the ESRF. 
Mapping of residual stress has been briefly attempted on the Surrey appara­
tus, but did not prove optimal due to insufficient resolution and the nature of 
the sample itself. As shown in section 4.3.4 the effect of larger applied stresses 
on lattice spacings is clearly visible with the current apparatus, though poor 
resolution of the individual lattice spacings manifested as asymmetric gaus- 
sians, results in the inability to accurately measure those changes. More 
refined beam geometries and a higher beam energy (minimising differential 
attenuation effects) have already enabled high precision measurements at the 
ESRF. Furthermore in order to generate residual stress states, the samples 
themselves must be thicker (25mm thick samples were used at the ESRF). 
Increasing the viable sample thickness to 10mm may therefore allow more 
subtle residual stresses to be observed in the same way that large applied 
stresses can be with the current system.
One of the persistent concerns in terms of damage to the 304L stain­
less steel, is corrosion brought about by high temperatures and stress. In 
the same way stress has been investigated dynamically in this project, a dy­
namic measurement of the complete stress corrosion cracking process may be 
plausible. A stainless steel sample identical to those used here could be fixed 
inside a ‘collar’ of boiling MgCl solution contained inside a glass envelope, 
accelerating the stress corrosion cracking process from years to days. Given 
th a t the attenuation of X-rays by the glass and solution should be minimal, 
it may be possible to perform transmission XRD measurements at differ-
A,
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ent stages of the corrosion and crack propagation process inside the sample, 
yielding better understanding of this process.
There are potentially many more areas this system could be turned to, 
in terms of components and damage to steel. One possibility discussed, but 
never investigated is that of neutron damage, and possibly the combination 
of environmental effects such as neutron damage and SCO on the steel. In­
deed, this need not be limited to work on steel samples; as shown briefly in 
section 4.3.1 even limited by the energies available on the lower power X-ray 
tubes, lattice spacing changes in bulk low-density samples, including novel 
nanopowders could be investigated.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
X-ray diffraction is usually thought of as a surface analysis technique. Here, 
a broad account of X-ray diffraction in a transmission geometry for bulk 
analysis has been given.
Elastic scattering of X-rays has been introduced with a classical derivation 
of the Thomson scatter cross section for a single electron. Modification of 
this relationship with the atomic form factor yields the coherent (Rayleigh) 
scattering cross section for many electron atoms. In the case of crystalline 
structures, Rayleigh scattered X-rays interfere constructively producing the 
distinct patterns associated with Bragg diffraction.
The techniques and experimental apparatus^ used for coherent scatter­
ing measurements have been introduced, including description of the con­
struction and operation of X-ray tubes and the principles of semiconductor 
radiation detectors used in this investigation.
A comprehensive account has been given of work carried out using the 
energy dispersive configuration, where initial measurements on low density
1 0 0
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samples, including sample heating and associated changes in lattice spacing, 
have been used to configure the system geometry.
Energy dispersive X-ray diffraction measurements with both low-alloy 
ferritic, and 304L austenitic stainless steel, including plastically deformed 
(through tensile loading) 304L samples provided by HMS Sultan have fol­
lowed. While the resultant spectra from these tensile-loaded samples showed 
no change in lattice spacing positions (the manifestation of slip deforma­
tion in the sample), they did however demonstrate unexpected and striking 
changes for the most highly deformed sample. These changes are likely due to 
a phase transformation from the face-centred cubic, to body-centred tetrago­
nal structure of the martensite phase, which can occur in this particular alloy. 
This apparatus itself could be further developed for dynamic measurements 
of stress corrosion cracking in samples of interest to the NNPP.
Follow up work on the formation of martensite has been carried out on 
compressively loaded and quenched austenite-phase samples, designed to in­
duce a residual stress field such that upon quenching in liquid nitrogen, 
martensite plates form inside the austenite grain boundaries. These mea­
surements have been carried out in conjunction with a finite element model 
of the residual stress field in the sample, and demonstrate the same structural 
changes in the diffraction spectra in areas of high plastic strain, as observed 
previously in the most highly deformed tensile-loaded sample. These include 
the suppression of the peak corresponding to the ^220 lattice spacing, and 
a sharp increase in the intensity of the ^200 peak, supporting the assertion 
that martensite has been seen. This work further verifies the validity of the 
finite element code with regards to modelling residual stresses induced in the
1 0 2
pipework specimens (of interest to the NNPP), in the context of cryogenic 
treatment to ‘harden’ steels against the effects of stress corrosion cracking.
Dynamic measurements involving tensile-loading in-situ have demonstrated 
the capability to detect the subtle lattice spacing changes produced while 
elastically deforming a 304L austenite-phase sample. Changes in the dzn 
spacing of 0.75% are detectable, and as demonstrated, refinements to the 
geometry can further improve the resolution of the dzn peak, potentially 
allowing for smaller changes to be detected.
The use of angular dispersive X-ray diffraction in a parallel development 
to that of the energy dispersive technique has been briefly introduced, and 
is continued with an article in Appendix B.
The publications listed below and detailed in the Appendices include the 
aforementioned article, regarding the use of transmission X-ray diffraction in 
the angular dispersive configuration, for measurements of the phase transfor­
mation in steel, and published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods B  [36]. 
An internal publication with regards to HMS Sultan’s X-ray facilities [35] 
has been included in Appendix A, while a more recent publication in Nu­
clear Instruments and Methods A [50] as part of the proceedings of the 10th 
International Symposium on Radiation Physics is included in Appendix C.
• D.J. Garrity, P.M. Jenneson, S.M. Vincent and A.G. Williams. Deter- 
■ mination of X-ray Tube stability/suitability for use in X-ray transmis­
sion diffraction research Unpublished MoD report (2005)
• D.J. Garrity, P.M. Jenneson, R.D. Luggar and S.M. Vincent. Mea­
surement of the phase transformation in sheet steel from the ferrite to.
austenite phase using angular dispersive X-ray diffraction in a transmis­
sion geometry. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research 
B  251 (2006) 197-200
D.J. Garrity, P.M. Jenneson and S.M. Vincent. Transmission geome­
try X-ray diffraction for materials research. Nuclear Instruments and 
Methods in Physics Research A 580 (2007) 412-415
A ppendix A
225kV X-ray Tube
The following internal HMS Sultan publication describes tests run on HMS 
Sultan’s 225kV X-ray tube in order to determine its status/ operability.
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Determination of X-ray Tube Stability/Suitability for use in X-ray 
Transmission Diffraction Research
D.J. Garrity^ P. M. Jenneson^ S. M. Vincent^ and A. C. Williams^
^Department o f Physics, School o f Electronics and Physical Sciences, University o f Surrey, Guildford, Surrey,
GU2 7XH, UK.
^Nuclear Department, Defence College o f Electro-Mechanical Engineering, HMS Sultan, Military Road, Gosport,
Hampshire, P012 3BY, UK
Abstract
The X-ray tube located in the former armoury building is the central apparatus in' a collaborative effort with the 
University o f  Surrey into X-ray Transmission Diffraction for materials research.
Dosimeter measurements to compare dose rate to manufacturer specifications and the collection o f  energy spectra 
with a high resolution HPGe detector at nominal tube voltages (lOOkV, 160kV, 225kV); reveal an X-ray tube that 
is in very good working order, with ideal characteristics for use in the forthcoming X-ray Transmission Diffraction 
work, namely:
A  smooth bremsstrahlung continuum generated from electron deflection in the tungsten anode, providing an ideal 
polychromatic source for energy dispersive measurements (and without the shift in the bremsstrahlung endpoint 
that is characteristic o f  a ‘gassy’ tube).
The production o f  sharp, characteristic tungsten lines that, with suitable filtration; may be used as a suitable quasi- 
monochromatic source for angular dispersive measurements.
1. Introduction
In collaboration with the University o f  Surrey, the 
Nuclear Department at HMS Sultan is to investigate 
the potential o f  Transmission X-ray Diffraction for 
materials research within the Naval Nuclear 
Propulsion Programme.
The use o f  X-rays for imaging can be dated back 
to their first discovery over a century ago. In the 
intervening period, the field o f  X-ray imaging has 
developed along two parallel methods; that o f  X-ray 
diffraction/X-ray crystallography from the 
pioneering work o f  Laue and later Bragg, and that 
o f  radiography illustrated by Roentgen’s famous 
radiograph o f  his w ife’s hand.
In more recent years there has been a great deal 
o f  focus on exploiting coherent (Rayleigh) scattered 
X-rays for imaging purposes. Although the classical 
relationship for elastic scattering (an 
electromagnetic wave causes an electron to oscillate 
sympathetically producing a secondary wavelet o f  
the same frequency) was discovered in the early 20*  
century by Thomson and others, its potential in a 
transmission geometry has only com e to light within 
the last twenty years.
The potential for coherent scattering was first 
realised follow ing investigations into ‘streaking’ 
effects in transmission CT images. Imaging o f  water 
phantoms revealed this phenomenon to be the result 
o f  constructive interference between elastically  
scattered X-rays from neighbouring water 
m olecules. Given the requirement for the scattered 
w aves to be in phase, this phenomenon is strongly 
peaked in the forward (i.e. low  angle) direction, at 
higher angles destructive interference increases. For 
crystalline structures with regular periodieity this 
scattering w ill manifest itse lf as Bragg diffraction. 
Since this discovery the technique, sometimes
referred to as Low angle X-ray Scattering (LAX S), 
has been exploited in a w ide range o f  fields from  
aviation security [1] through to industrial process 
control.
2. Coherent Scattering and X-ray tubes
The strength o f  the coherent scatter signal is a 
variable o f  atomic number Z and the parameter ‘q ’ 
the momentum transfer. The function o f  these two  
variables is the ‘atomic form factor’ F(q,z) [2] 
which relates Rayleigh scattering for multiple, 
bound electrons to the classical relationship derived 
by Thomson for a single, unbound electron.
The momentum transfer is given by:
g  =  2 t i k
Thus ‘q ’ and therefore by extension the scattering 
amplitude, is dependent on the energy o f  the 
incom ing photon and the scattering angle This 
allows for two distinct forms o f  coherent scatter 
measurements; 1) angular dispersive, where energy  
is fixed and the scattering angle 6/2 varied, and 2) 
energy dispersive, whereby a fixed scatter angle for 
various energies is used. With both techniques the 
momentum-space distribution o f  the differential 
scatter cross section is being sampled, both require a 
high photon flux for reasonable measurement times, 
2) requires a polychromatic source in conjunction 
with an energy resolving detector, 1) requires a 
filtered source and either a m oving source or 
detector to sample different regions o f  momentum  
space. In both cases the requirements are fulfilled  
by a conventional industrial X-ray tube.
X-ray tubes produce a broad, continuous 
bremsstrahlung spectrum, ideal for conducting 
energy dispersive measurements (particularly so
with a tungsten anode). Higher intensities can only  
be achieved by using an expensive (a complete 
facility required) synchrotron source. The endpoint 
(i.e. maximum photon energy) o f  the continuous 
spectrum is determined by the tube potential kVp. 
M aximum filament current/tube potential is limited 
by the effectiveness o f  the cooling system that 
removes heat from the anode.
In addition to the bremsstrahlung continuum, 
characteristic X-ray peaks are generated from  
removal o f  inner k-shell electrons and subsequent 
de-excitation o f  L-shell X-rays) or M -shell {kp 
X-rays) electrons in the target anode. These 
characteristic X-ray lines are sharp (typically 
<0.001 Â ) and o f  high intensity, which when 
combined with a suitable filter allows the source to 
be quasi-monochromated for use in angular 
dispersive measurements.
3. Status of the Current X-ray tube
The tube located in the former armoury building 
comprises a tungsten target anode, with maximum  
power dissipation o f  3000W . At maximum kVp 
(225kV ) this corresponds to a filament current o f  
13mA.
The prime concern is the stability o f  the vacuum  
o f  the interior volume o f  the tube; this is evacuated 
upon manufacture to prevent interaction between 
electron beam and atmospheric gases. Should a tube 
become ‘gassy’ the electrons w ill impart some o f  
their energy into ionising the interior gas, resulting 
in reduced maximum X-ray energy. In addition the 
generation o f  positive ions within the tube under 
high voltage conditions has the potential to lead to 
internal arcing and permanent damage.
To test the stability o f  the vacuum/overall 
effectiveness o f  the tube, spectra at standard 
operating kVp (225kV, 160kV, lOOkV) are taken in 
addition to measurement o f  D ose rate at Im  from 
the souree for comparison with quoted 
manufacturers values for a similar X-ray tube.
4. Stability of vacuum/spectrum quality
All spectra were collected with HPGe detector 
situated directly in the path o f  the primary beam. 
Given the intensity the X-ray tube is capable o f  
generating, and the single photon counting nature o f  
the detector, the filament current was reduced down 
to 0.3m A and the detector positioned 8m from the 
tube window. Further to this a pin-hole lead 
collimator was positioned in front o f  the detector to 
prevent pulse pile-up and saturation o f  the detector. 
Fig. 1 contains the spectrum obtained operating at 
225kV, 0.3mA. The end-point energy o f  the 
spectrum occurs at 225keV, indicating that the tube 
is not gassy. The strongest peak as expected is the 
tungsten ka doublet; k^ i visible at 59.5 keV, k„2 at 58 
keV, the result o f  k-shell electron ionisation and 
subsequent L-shell electron de-excitation 
(generation o f  kail koa dependent on which L sub­
shell the electron de-excites from). Tungsten kp, the 
result o f  M -shell de-excitation, is visible at 67 keV. 
Given the quantity o f  lead used in the collimation o f  
the primary beam before detection, and noting that 
the maximum photon energy o f  the primary beam  
exeeeds the K-absorption edge for lead, 
characteristic lead ka , kp X-rays are visible(75 keV  
and 85 keV respectively) in this spectrum.
The 1 weak, unidentified peaks at energies, 
24.5keV, 69.5keV, 73keV and 87.7 keV are most 
likely the result o f  characteristic X-ray emission  
from the materials in a small detector window  
located directly in front o f  the X-ray tube window  
(Fig. 3). Unfortunately information on the exact 
composition is not available; the detector consists o f  
isobutene with a Mylar (Polyethylene Terepthalate) 
exterior, probably with a metallised coating.
Reducing kVp to 160kV generates the spectrum  
o f  figure 2. Once again the end-point energy is 
correct, the ‘tail’ o f  the bremsstrahlung continuum  
reaching 160keV, confirming the stability o f  the 
vacuum. All expected characteristic peaks are 
present, the tungsten ka, kp X-rays are still the most 
prominent. With the reduction in kVp and thus the 
reduction in the amount by which maximum photon 
energy exceeds the K-absorption edge for lead, a 
decrease in the relative intensity o f  the associated 
ka, kpX-xays is observed.
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Fig. 1. Spectrum generated at 225kV, 0.3mA. Endpoint energy of 225keV appears to indicate that tube is not gassy. 
Characteristic tungsten lines; the ka doublet and ^are visible at the correct energies.
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Fig. 2. kVp reduced to 160kV. Bremsstrahlung endpoint energy is clearly visible at 160keV, confirming that the tube is not 
‘gassy’. Characteristic peaks of Tungsten and lead are still present, the latter in particular at reduced intensity given the reduction 
in the number of photons exceeding the lead K-edge.
The final spectrum collected at a tube potential o f  
lOOkV is shown in Fig. 4. The stability and quality 
o f  the spectrum in this region are o f  particular 
interest given that 100-160kV are amongst the most 
commonly used kVp for coherent scatter 
measurements. The end-point energy is clearly not 
less than 1 OOkeV though it slightly less well defined 
than the previous spectra, possibly the result o f  
minor fluctuations in kVp. Given the smaller energy 
scale the tungsten ka doublet is easily  
distinguishable as such. The characteristic lines for 
lead are very weak now that the gap between K- 
edge and maximum photon energy has narrowed. 
Tungsten kjkfi are also o f  a much reduced relative 
intensity compared to the peak o f  the 
bremsstrahlung continuum.
In addition to the collection o f  spectra at the three 
different kVp o f  interest, the dose rate at Im was 
taken at various combinations o f  kVp/filament 
current to compare to a new ly manufactured X-ray 
tube. The dose (equivalent dose) and corresponding 
manufactures quotes are shown in Table 1. Dose  
was measured on a NE Technology 2571 Ionisation 
chamber inside a water phantom, positioned directly 
in the path o f  the primary beam. The quoted 
manufactures specifications are for a GE Inspection 
Technologies ‘ISOVOLT 225 M 2/0.4-3 .0’ X-ray 
tube [3], capable o f  up to 225kV at 13mA. The 
existing tube compares very favourably, exceeding  
the quoted values by a factor o f  approximately two.
3
Fig. 3. Detector situated in front of the X-ray tube window, affixed to the beam port in the concrete ‘shield wall’. The weaker 
peaks observed in the spectra generated are most likely due to X-ray fluorescence of the various constituent materials, specific 
information on its construction is unavailable.
Counts
2000
1500
1000
500
6020 40 80 100
keV
Fig. 4. Final spectrum, collected at lOOkV. Lead ka, kjs peaks are now very weak, there is also a significant reduction in relative 
intensity of tungsten characteristic peaks.
Table 1. Values for the dose-rate of the existing tube
Existing Tube Manufactures Quotes
KVp mA Sv/hr KVp mA Sv/hr
225 13 24.0 225 13 12.93
225 7 12.92 225 7 &92
225 1.4 232 225 1.4 1.24
160 10 10.67 160 10 4.64
160 4 4.23 160 4 1.62
160 2 2.07 160 2 0.91
% 10
100 5 15
Filament Current mA
Fig. 5. Linearity of Dose rate with different tube voltages, 
from top to bottom: (measured); 225 kV, 160 kV, 
(quoted); 225 kV, 160 kV.
5. C onclusion
The X-ray tube at HMS Sultan is the central 
apparatus in a collaborative effort with the 
University o f  Surrey into X-ray Transmission 
Diffraction for materials research. Dosimeter 
measurements and collection o f  energy spectra with 
a HPGe detector at various tube voltages reveal an 
X-ray tube that is in very good working order, with 
ideal characteristics for use in X-ray Transmission 
Diffraction work.
The smooth bremsstrahlung continuum generated 
from electron deflection in the tungsten anode 
provides an ideal polychromatic source for energy 
dispersive measurements; no shift in the 
bremsstrahlung endpoint was observed, which 
would have indicated a ‘gassy’ tube. In addition to 
this, sharp tungsten characteristic lines are 
produced, with suitable filtration the lines in 
particular may be used as a suitable quasi- 
monochromatie source for angular dispersive 
measurements.
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A ppendix B
Phase transform ation in steel
The following is a Nucl. Instr. and Meth B  publication, regarding the mea­
surement of the phase transformation in steel from the ferrite to austenite 
phase using transmission X-ray diffraction.
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Abstract
A n angular dispersive X-ray diffraction arrangement, utilising an image intensifier and X-ray filtering, has been developed to  measure 
the ferrite to austenite phase transformation in an online steel foundry process line. Given the degradation in resolution associated with 
transmission measurements, the extreme phases have been used to calibrate the system. The m ost significant differences between these 
tw o phases are found to occur at scattering angles o f  between 6° and 8°. The results obtained from measurement o f  the radially integrated 
profile in this region whilst heating a ferrite-phase sample towards the phase transformation temperature are consistent w ith the expected 
trend, demonstrating the requirement for uniform temperature between the ferrite and austenite phase samples in order to  observe the 
phase transformation.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
X-ray diffraction can be used in a transmission geometry 
to study the nature of bulk materials and has already been 
developed as an inspection technique in fields such as med­
icine, industrial process control and aviation security [1]. In 
the work reported here, angular dispersive X-ray diffrac­
tion (ADXD) is being developed to measure the phase 
transformations in hot rolled steel from the ferrite to the 
austenite phase.
Whilst X-ray diffraction is often considered as a surface 
analysis technique whereby X-rays are coherently (Ray­
leigh) scattered from the top few layers of atoms, it is 
equally suitable to bulk analysis provided the X-rays have
Corresponding author. Tel.: 4-44 1483 689419; fax; 4-44 1483 686781. 
E-mail address: p.jenneson@surrey.ac.uk (P.M. Jenneson).
sufficient energy to overcome the attenuation within the 
material. The diffraction data yields information relating 
to the crystalline structure o f the material and therefore 
provides a non-invasive probe for measuring, for example, 
the phase transformation.
The use of energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXD) 
provides identical data to A D X D  but employs delicate 
high energy resolution devices such as hyper-pure germa­
nium (HPGe) detectors. A D X D  has the advantage that 
the equipinent required (a position sensitive detector and 
the use of X-ray beam filtration), is more suited to the 
extreme environmental conditions found next to a steel 
foundry hot roller process line.
2. Theory .
Coherent scattering o f electromagnetic waves from a 
single unbound electron is described classically by the
0168-583X/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved, 
doi: 10.1016/j.nimb.2006.05.007
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Thomson scattering cross section. For multiple, atomic 
electrons, the modified (Rayleigh) scattering cross section 
is based upon the form factor approximation [2] where:
2 ^  — +cos^ Q)\F{q,Z)f. (1)
The atomic form factor F{q,Z) relates Rayleigh scattering 
for multiple, bound electrons, to the classical relationship 
derived by Thomson for a single unbound electron, with 
the corresponding momentum transfer, q, given by:
q =  2M sin(0/2). (2)
Thus q and by extension, the scattering amplitude, is 
dependent on the energy of the incoming photon and the 
scattering angle. Angular dispersive measurements utilise 
a fixed-wavelength source with a two-dimensional posi­
tion-sensitive detector to investigate all regions of low 
momentum transfer (low scattering angles), producing a 
characteristic signature of the material under investigation.
For amorphous materials, such as water, the effect is 
subtle; scattering from water molecules produces broadly 
featureless spectra [3]. With an ordered periodic array such 
as steel, scattering gives rise to a series of sharp peaks as 
associated with Bragg diffraction. Rather than calibrating 
the resultant spectra in terms of energy it is more useful 
to calibrate in terais of the parameter % which is usually 
given in units o f Â “ :^
X =  i  sin(0/2). (3)
Thus having performed the calibration in terms of x, the 
lattice spacing d  may be obtained simply from x = \ l 2 d .  
In angular dispersive measurements scattering over all an­
gles simultaneously produces a characteristic diffraction 
image corresponding to regions of constructive/destructive 
interference. In order to obtain the characteristic signature, 
a radial integration using the centre of the diffraction image 
pattern as the origin generates a profile in terms of 6 versus 
intensity, which may then plotted in terms of % as described 
above.
3. Experimental apparatus
All X-ray measurements were carried out in a dedicated 
lead-shielded X-ray room with the equipment remotely 
operated from an adjacent control room. The experimental 
arrangement used for transmission angular dispersive dif­
fraction studies utilised a Thomson TH9428HP X-ray 
image intensifier and is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The X-ray source used was a 225 kVp tungsten reffec- 
tion target X-ray tube (Comet MXR225/22 powered by a 
Gulmay CP-225 supply) mounted inside a 10 mm lead- 
lined (Pb) enclosure in order to remove stray scatter pro­
duced from the X-ray tube, therefore ensuring that the 
resultant measured scattering was produced only from 
the sample being studied. The X-ray tube was operated 
at a potential o f 100 kVp and 30 mA throughout, with 
inherent filtration provided by an output window consist­
ing of a 20 mm diameter, 1 mm thick disk of beryllium.
The X-rays exiting the front window of the X-ray tube 
were further collimated by a 20 cm long copper-coated lead 
collimator into a 1 mm diameter pencil beam. For optimal 
measurement times the centre of the collimator was posi­
tioned over the region o f most intense X-ray ffux using 
micro-positioners, while the fiux was recorded using a 
NE Technology Limited Farmer dosimeter (model 2670) 
with a 0.6 cm  ^ ionisation chamber (type 2571). An X-ray 
filter consisting of 250 pm of hafnium was then placed over 
the entrance hole of the collimator; this removed any scat­
tering produced by the filter itself. The filter was chosen 
based on the K-edge filtering technique described in our 
previous work [4], with the 59.3 keV characteristic X-ray 
of tungsten quasi-monochromated as demonstrated in 
Fig. 2. This had the effect o f increasing the definition of 
the diffraction rings shown in Fig. 3, while only reducing 
the intensity of the characteristic lines by 30%.
It can clearly be seen that the unfiltered diffraction rings 
are broader than those for the filtered case. Apart from the 
removal of the filter, the system parameters remained 
unchanged during both of these acquisitions.
The steel sample was positioned 10 mm from the front 
of the collimator and held in place with a plastic clamp.
X-ray tube sample
collimator
frame grabber
filter
beamstop
X-ray
Image
Intensifier
Fig. 1. The apparatus used for transmission angular dispersive diffraction measurements.
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Fig. 2. The X-ray spectra simulated using the IPEM Report 77 Spectrum 
Processor software for a tungsten target tube with an angle of 22° run at 
100 kVp. Unfiltered and filtered spectra using 250 pm of hafnium are 
shown.
It was placed on an elevating table in order to ensure that 
the centre of the sample was irradiated.
The front screen of an X-ray image intensifier (XRII) 
was positioned 30 cm from the sample to give an angular 
field of view of up to 20°. The X RII used was a Thomson 
TH9428HP tube optically coupled to a peltier-cooled Pul- 
nix TM-80 high resolution integrating CCIR format 
CCD camera, the XRII had a 1 mm aluminium cover over 
the entrance window. A beam stop consisting of a 20 mm 
diameter, 8 mm thick disc of lead was placed in the centre 
of the aluminium cover to cut out the primary X-ray beam. 
The CCD integration time (1-3000 ms) and video output 
signal were managed by a M atrox Pulsar 10-bit framegrab- 
ber card installed in a remote PC, allowing for control and 
processing of the video signal into either projection images 
or radially integrated intensity versus angle plots.
During the heating of the steel samples a Fluke digital 
thermocouple thermometer model 54 II was used with a 
K-type thermocouple to m onitor the sample temperature. 
The sample itself was held in a M acor ceramic clamp to 
prevent heat loss, while the thermocouple was spot-welded
to the sample to ensure a good contact. Heating of the sam­
ple up to 800 °C was then carried out using a high power 
butane/propane gas torch.
4. Results and discussion
Ferrite (mild steel) and austenite (stainless steel) samples 
were analysed using the transmission ADXD apparatus in 
order to determine where the most significant changes 
between the two phases occur. As ferrite steel is annealed 
by raising its temperature, its lattice spacings transform  
into that of the austenite phase. Therefore as demonstrated 
in Fig. 4, a comparison of the diffraction patterns of ferrite 
and austenite phases enables the identification o f the region 
where the two phases differ the most significantly.
One of the most significant regions is that between 6 ° 
and 8 °, relating to the doo2 and duo lattice spacings in the 
ferrite phase (JCPDS 33^74) [5] and the d2oo and du \ lat­
tice spacings in austenite phase (JCPDS 33-397) [5]. The 
poor energy and angular resolution inherent with using 
transmission geometries imply that, rather than clearly
0.02 -,
>200
>110
ferrite phase>1110.015 -
do02
I
austenite phase
0.005 -
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
scattering angle 0 (•*)
Fig. 4. Scattering angle of the 59.3 keV X-rays for 2 mm samples of ferrite 
and austenite phase steel, including the positions [5] of the r/no, dooi lattice 
spacings of ferrite and d2oo lattice spacings of austenite phase steel.
Fig. 3. Diffraction rings of ferrite steel before X-ray beam filtering, and with filtering using 250 pm of hafnium.
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Fig. 5. Scattering angle of the 59.3 keV X-rays and the associated lattice 
spacing for a 1.2 mm thick ferrite steel sample subjected to annealing 
temperatures of 85 =C, 140 °C, 400 °C, 500 °C, 680 °C and 800 °C.
resolving the lattice spacings, the system is better calibrated 
using the two extreme phases. The data presented in Fig. 5 
shows the change in lattice spacing as a ferrite sample is 
annealed. As seen in the calibration data, the intensity of  
the diffraction ring at 7° is expected to decrease as the lat­
tice is annealed from the body-centred cubic structure of 
the ferrite phase, to the face-centred cubic structure of 
the austenite phase. While the sample has not been heated 
above the phase transition temperature, the variation in 
scattering intensity and scattering angle follows the 
expected trend; increasing lattice spacing in conjunction 
with a decrease in the scatter intensity as a result o f reduced 
mass density due to thermal expansion. This effect is inde­
pendent of the decrease that would be observed due to the 
structural change from body-centred cubic to face-centred 
cubic and therefore is an important consideration for any 
online system.
5. Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that an angular dispersive 
X-ray diffraction measurement using a quasi-monochro- 
mated source and inexpensive X-ray image intensifier, 
could be used on an online process line for checking the 
annealing of the ferrite phase of steel into the desired 
austenite phase. The system has been calibrated using the 
two extreme phase conditions rather than using the known 
lattice spacing, given that the angular and spatial resolu­
tion using this system are not sufficient to make precise 
measurements of the lattice spacings. The role of tempera­
ture variation on the scattering profile has also been dem­
onstrated, necessitating the requirement for austenite and 
ferrite samples to be at the same temperature in order to 
avoid density factors in the resulting observation of the 
phase transformation.
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Abstract
A study o f both Energy Dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) and Angular Dispersive XR D (ADXRD ) in a transmission geometry, 
for materials research purposes has been carried out. Both techniques are sufficiently sensitive to observe structural changes that occur in 
steel, whether through heating o f a sample to induce a phase transformation, or through plastic deformation. EDX RD using HPGe 
detectors provides the ‘gold standard’ for measurements under laboratory conditions. The information retrievable with the relaxed 
resolution o f a Cadmium-Zinc-Telluride (CZT) detector compares favourably to that o f  the HPGe. An A D X R D  measurement using a 
more robust apparatus, suitable for more challenging environmental conditions, is sufficiently sensitive to observe the ferrite to austenite 
phase transformation.
©  2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering of X-rays is increasingly 
used as a non-invasive probe for examining the nature of 
bulk materials. Over the last 10 years, coherent scattering 
of X-rays has been exploited for a broad range of 
applications [1] including industrial process control and 
aviation security. In the work reported here both Energy 
Dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) and Angular 
Dispersive XRD (ADXRD) techniques are being devel­
oped for measurement of phase transformations in steel.
Transmission ADXRD has been utilised to measure the 
ferrite to austenite phase transformation that would take 
place during annealing in a working steel foundry hot roller 
process line [2]. While both ADXRD and EDXRD 
ultimately provide the same information, the former tech­
nique has the advantage of utilising more robust equipment 
(a position sensitive detector and X-ray filtering) than the
"Corresponding author. Tel.: +441483689419; fax: +441483686781. 
E-mail address: p.jenneson@surrcy.ac.uk (P.M. Jenneson).
EDXRD method, at the expense of the resolution 
obtainable with the system.
EDXRD requires a high resolution energy-resolving 
detector such as a hyper-pure germanium (HPGe), to 
produce high quality scatter spectra from the sample of 
interest and is being developed to look at the martensite 
phase transformation in austenitic stainless steel. HPGe 
detectors are however, delicate detectors requiring 
bulky cryogenic cooling systems. Small peltier-cooled 
Cadmium-Zinc-Telluride (CZT) detectors may offer a 
suitable compromise between resolution and the robustness 
of the experiment apparatus.
2. Theory
Coherent (elastic) scattering of electromagnetic waves 
from a single unbound electron is described classically by 
the Thomson scattering cross-section. For multiple, atomic 
electrons, the modified (Rayleigh) scattering cross-section 
is based upon the form factor approximation [3]. The form 
factor, F[q, Z], is a momentum-space Fourier transform 
relating the Rayleigh scattering cross-section for bound
0168-9002/$-see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
doi:10.I016/j.nima.2007.05.067
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electrons, to the classical Thompson scattering cross- 
section for a single unbound electron. The momentum 
transfer, q, is given by
q — Ihk  sin (0/2). ( 1 )
Thus q and by extension, the scattering amplitude, is 
dependent on the energy of the incoming photon and the 
scattering angle. Angular dispersive measurements utilise a 
lixcd-wavelength source with a two-dimensional position- 
sensitive detector to investigate all regions of low 
momentum transfer (low scattering angles), producing a 
characteristic signature of the material under investigation. 
Energy dispersive measurements require a polychromatic 
source (the bremsstrahlung continuum of an industrial 
X-ray tube) with an energy-resolving detector to produce 
an energy spectrum at a single fixed angle.
With an ordered periodic array such as steel, scattering 
gives rise to a series of sharp peaks as associated with 
Bragg diffraction. Rather than calibrating the resultant 
spectra in terms of energy it is more useful to calibrate 
in terms of the parameter % which is usually given in 
units of A“ ’
A'=  I  sin (d /2 ). (2 )
Thus having performed the calibration in terms of a ,  the 
lattice spacing d may be obtained simply from a =  \d. In 
angular dispersive measurements scattering over all angles 
simultaneously produces a characteristic diffraction image 
corresponding to regions of constructive/destructive inter­
ference. In order to obtain the characteristic signature, a 
radial integration using the centre of the diffraction image 
pattern as the origin generates a profile in terms of 9 versus 
intensity, which should then be plotted in terms of a  as 
described above.
3. Experiment apparatus
Both ADXRD and EDXRD measurements have been 
carried out in a dedicated lead-shielded X-ray room with 
all equipment remotely operated from an adjacent control 
room. The experimental arrangement used for transmission 
ADXRD studies utilised a Thomson TH9428HP X-ray 
image intensifier. For EDXRD measurements, both a thin 
beryllium-window HPGe detector and Amptek XR-IOOT 
CZT detector have been used in conjunction with a fixed 
collimator apparatus as shown in Fig. 1.
The X-ray source used was a 225 kVp tungsten reflection 
target X-ray tube (Comet MXR225/22 powered by a 
Gulmay CP-225 supply) mounted inside a lead-lined 
enclosure in order to remove stray scatter produced from 
the X-ray tube, therefore ensuring that the resultant 
measured scattering was produced only from the sample 
being studied. The X-ray tube was operated at a potential 
of 100 kVp throughout, with inherent filtration provided by 
an output window consisting of a 2 0  mm diameter, 1 mm 
thick disk of beryllium.
Fig. 1. The energy dispersive X-ray diffraction apparatus.
Primary source collimation for EDXRD work consists 
of an initial cylindrical, lead collimator with a 10  mm 
diameter bore and a tungsten-bladed cross-slit screen 
(HUBER Diffraktionstechnik 3013) to produce a 
1 X 10 mm ribbon beam. The steel samples under investiga­
tion are mounted, using optical filter mounts, into the 
centre of an aluminium collimator apparatus that provides 
both further incident X-ray collimation and collimation at 
fixed angles from 3° to 12°, for elastically scattered X-rays. 
For this range of X-ray energies (up to lOOkeV), a 
scattering angle of 9 degrees was found to be optimal for 
resolving the austenite lattice spacings and has been used 
throughout. In addition to the ADXRD measurements of 
the ferrite to austenite phase transformation, a series of 
plastically deformed austenite samples have been investi­
gated using the EDXRD technique. Initial sample length 
for each sample was 19.7 cm. The samples obtained 
consisted of lengths 20.01, 20.7, 21.4 and 26.5 cm. 
Resulting lattice spacing measurements have been com­
pared to the data from the powder diffraction file [3]. 
Measurements were initially carried out with the HPGe 
detector and later repeated with the more compact CZT 
detector.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Measurements o f stressed austenitic stainless steel 
samples using EDXRD
Measurements across the full range of samples revealed 
no increase in the lattice spacings themselves with 
increasing sample stress, which would have manifested as 
a peaks shifting towards lower energies. This in itself 
corresponds to slip deformation of the sample, i.e. move­
ment of the parallel crystal planes without altering the 
crystal orientation or lattice spacing. As seen in Fig. 2, 
there is however, a noticeable change in the relative peak 
intensities corresponding to the < 2^20 and (^222 lattice
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Fig. 2. Diffraction data obtained from samples of length 19.7 (left) and 21.4cm (right) for a 9 degree scattering angle.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of diffraction data obtained from the unstressed end of the 26.5 cm sample (left) to the centre of the sample (right) using the HPGe 
detector at a scattering angle of 9 degrees.
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Fig. 4. Diffraction data for the unstressed end of 26.5 cm sample (left) and centre of the sample (right) as measured using the CZT detector at the 9 degree 
scattering angle.
spacings, the former decreasing in intensity while the latter 
increases in intensity.
Of interest is the 26.5 cm sample where a series of 
measurements have been taken across the full sample 
length. Fig. 3 compares the measurement taken at the 
centre of the sample (where the onset of failure is evident) 
to the unstressed end of the sample. What is striking is the 
loss of peaks corresponding to the ^ 3^13 and J220 spacings, 
which may possibly be the result of a phase transformation 
from the face-centred cubic structure (FCC) of austenite 
to body-centred cubic (BCC) structure of martensite 
which can occur in this particular alloy under an applied 
strain [4,5].
The measurements have been repeated with a CZT 
detector in order to determine if the information obtain­
able with the reduced energy resolution is comparable 
to that obtainable with the HPGe. Fig. 4 compares the
centre and end measurements of the 26.5 cm deformed 
sample. Once again the loss of peaks corresponding to 
the (/313 and (^20 spacings is clearly resolvable; suggesting 
the lower energy resolution of detector is not a limiting 
factor in this type of measurement and CZT detectors 
may be useful for measurements outside of laboratory 
conditions.
4.2. Measurements o f  the ferrite to austenite transformation 
using ADXRD
Ferrite (mild steel) and austenite (stainless steel) samples 
have been previously analysed using the transmission 
ADXRD apparatus. Austenite phase steel is produced 
through heating ferrite steel above the phase transfor­
mation temperature, changing the structure from BCC 
to FCC.
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to 800 °C.
To determine if the phases could be adequately resolved 
using transmission ADXRD a calibration measurement 
was performed using diffraction data obtained from the 
extreme ferrite and austenite phases as shown in Fig. 5. As 
a result of this calibration measurement it was determined
the region of most interest would be between 6° and 8°. 
Measurements of the diffraction pattern while heating a 
ferrite sample towards the phase transformation tempera­
ture yielded results in line with expectation; an increase in 
the measured lattice spacings with increasing temperature 
and a corresponding decrease in intensity, the result of 
reduced mass density due to the thermal expansion.
5. Conclusions
A comprehensive study of transmission geometry XRD 
has been carried out using both angular dispersive and 
energy dispersive configurations, demonstrating the sensi­
tivity to structural changes induced in samples of steel 
whether through heating of a sample to induce a phase 
transformation, or plastic deformation. Energy dispersive 
measurements using a HPGe detector provide the ‘gold 
standard’ in terms of lattice spacing measurements under 
laboratory conditions. However, robust Peltier-cooled 
CZT detectors have proven sufficiently capable of imaging 
the same structural changes, without the requirement for 
bulky cryogenic cooling, thus making it a possible 
candidate for use outside of laboratory conditions.
Angular dispersive measurements are capable of detect­
ing phase transformations with suitable calibration of 
the extreme phases. While the angular and spatial 
resolution of the system are not sufficient to make precise 
measurements of the lattice spacings, the apparatus is more 
suitable for use in extreme environmental conditions, for 
example, those found next to a steel foundry hot roller 
process line.
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